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•Relocation

•Toxic waste

Plans to move University College in progress
By Meredith Mee
Volunteer Writer
Efforts are in progress to relocate
the University College in Bangor,to
the Orono campus
Tom Cole, the head of renovations and the relocation of the inh
versity College to the UMaine campus said the initial stages will take

place on Oct I% As tar as an actual
building for these programs is concerned. Cole said that Dunn Hall is
being prepares1 fir the University
College to move into
If relocation goes according to
the pm-prepared plan, the anticipated date that the Iniversity College
will he completely moved into Dunn
Hall will he sometime between Au-

gust and Septeniber 1994.
In addition to the lengthy reloca
Lion, there will also be a mom selective poems with respect to admitstudents into the University College. Charles McRay,assoclate dean
oldie University College,mentioned
the distinct possibility of an upcoming closed admissions process,
In an attempt to increase the qual-

ity ofthe t niversity College. McRay
said such academic factors as SAT
scores would he emphasimd more
highly than in previous years
As far as the fates of the human
serv ices anti dental hygiene pmgnuns
tstfered at the University College are
concerned, it is questionable as to
See UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE on page 7

demonstration

•Coming Out Week

Panel looks at lesbian
health care issues
By Brian S. Thompson
Volunteer Writer
Lesbians need health care that
speaks to their lives, Peaches Bass.
coordinator for the Lesbian Health
Project, said in a panel discussion
Wednesday. The discussion was
part of the Women in the Cumculoin luncheon series. Health Speak
and National Coming Out Week.
"If you want to reach people
with information you have to speak
directly to them in their environment." Bass said,
The Lesbian Health Project is a
pmgrazn offered by the Mabel Wadsworth Women's Health Center,
The center. which was started in
1984,looks at women's health care
from three different perspectives:
medical, educational and political,
The center not only provides medical care,but servestoeducate wornen and the outlying community on
women's health issues.
Ruth Lockhart, executive director of the center. said the center
operates from two basic touchstones. One being that they support abortion rights, the other that
they support gay and lesbian rights.
Lockhart said that the Lesbian
Health Protect grew out of need.
Lockhart and others said that ex-

isting health care protocol often
excluded lesbians. Lockhart pointed out doctors who ask lesbians
what type of birth contml they use.
which isn't a concern for most
lesbians.
Lockhart said many lesbians
can not afford health care or do not
feel comfortable discussing their
sexuality with their health care provarier
Bass said that many lesbians
who are open about their sexuality
with their health care provider can
he met with apathy or revulsion.
Bass said as a result lesbians can
sometimes he misdiagnosed or
mistreated
The Lesbian Health Project
beings health care to lesbians. Evtry year the project has a cancer
screening clinic at the Maine Lesbian and Gay Men's Symposium.
"We make a point of making it
a very iccessibk event.- Bass said.
Bass said the project also educates and trains health and social
service professionals. The goal is
to make health care workers more
aware of lesbian health issues.
The project also holds a guarterly lesbian health discussion series. Bass said. Topics such as safe
sex, cancer, and parenting will he
part of this year's agenda

Lori Pennell,first-year zoolcqy major, isshown how to use a dry
chemical extinguisher by Lt Henery Vaught of the Orono Fire
Department as part of Fire Prevention Week.(Boyd photo)

•Campus tragedy

UMaine shaken by sudden death ofstudent
Karl Bean, a University of
Maine student from Cumberland.
Maine. died .sn Wednesday afternoon in the parking lot of his fraternity. Phi Gamma Delta
Forrest Davis, criminal investigator for the Omno Police Department. said the 26-year-old student's death came as the result of a
"self-inflicted gunshot wound "
Bean, who came to UMaine
after four years with the U.S Marines, was ajunior political science
major at this campus
Soon after Bean's death on
Wednesday. John Halstead. vice
president f student affiors. issued
statement which expressed the

Vol 1 1 1 6,10 12

university's sentiment regarding
the incident
-Karl Bean's death is a tragic
loss for his family , his many fnends
and the whole university community We share the grief being felt
by so many people and offer our
sincere condolences to all who
knew him and loved him We hope
that the counseling and support
services the university is providtng to Karl's friends and acquaintances will help in some way to
ease the pain of his death." read the
statement
Tom Desjardin. live-en ads
'or tor Phi Gamma Delta. said
the university has been tremen-

dously cupportt% e ti members of
the fraternity and this has been a
big help in dealing with the traumatic cc emit
"Folks here are upset. hut we're
doing as well as can he es Fleeted,"
Destardin said
As well as being a member of
the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity
llrICe last spnng. Rein recently
was re-elected to his seat in Student Senate
Valerie Collins,president ofthe
senate. said news of Bean's death
came as a complete shock to those
who worked alongside him in the
senate
"People are taking it kind of

hard, we expected him to he a
really active member of the senate
this year." Collins card
Charles Grant, director of the
Counseling Center. said the center
is trying to he responsive to al
those who have been affected by
the incident He said the ..eriter
will make appointments with all
those seeking counseling Also,
all the religious centers surround
ing campus are available to students according to Grant
Funeral services for Bean will
he held at the Cumberland Congregational Church at 10am A
mernotial service for Bean will he
held in Orono at a later date

UMaine team

designs plan for
nuclear waste
By Frank Gallagher
Staff Writer
Have you turned on a light today? Have you had an X-ray recently? Or perhaps in one of your science labs you've irced an electron
microscope Then the chances are
good that in your own way you've
generated some nuclear waste,
Increasingly, our society is becoming dependent on nuclear technology, and with that dependence
comes a need to dispose ofthe waste
safely A team of University of
Maine professors has come up with
a new design to help meet that need
-The design is not that radk al,"
John Alexander. professor of civil
engineenng said It makes use of
technology that has existed ior
50.000 years Basically, what we do
is build the structure above ground
and put a roof on it"
Alexander wasspeaking at a seminar titled "Maine versus the Conventional Wisdom about Low-Level Radioactive V‘ Aste Disposal."
Me current policy involvessending the waste to a site in South
Carolina. one of only three sites
acceptine Jumps currently. All the
sites make use of the conventional
underground disposal The inherent
problem with underground disposal
is that the waste can't he monitored
The possibility exists that the ground
water could also be contaminated
The new above ground design
eliminates these problems by placing the waste in a series ofconnected
concrete chambers The hottest radioactive waste is placed in the center of the building and surrounded
by the lower level waste It is deposited by an overhead crane mounted
on steel beams that can be manipulated by an outside operator_ It is
monitored by video cameras and
lighting placed within_
-This design eliminates the potential for contact of the waste with
groundwater, it provides for easier
repairs if needed,and greatly reduces the chance of accidental intrusion
on the site." Alexander said
Essentially, the design consists
of two buildings The first building
is constnicted of concrete with the
walls being approximately three
feet thick This structure is then coyend with a light framed steel structure to shield it from the elements
ntortunately . the Nui. lear Regulatory Commission decided the design did not meet regulations and
disallowed construction
The issue of nuclear waste disposal is coming up for referendum on
Nos 2, and if the Maine voter.do riot
approve of the current proposal to
send the waste to a new site in Texas,
the whole thing could suddenly become an item on de national agenda
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WorldBriefs

• Somali militiamen kill US soldier in mortar attack
•Pakistan

•Literature

Former prime minister wins election

Toni Morrison wins Nobel Prize
41

STOCKHOLM,Sweden(AP)— American novelist and essayist Toni Morrison.
cited for writing prose "with the luster of poetry," won the 1993 Nobel Prize in
literature Thursday.
The Swedish Academy awarded the prize to Morrison "who,in novels. characterized
by visionary force and poetic import, gives life to an essential aspect of American reality."
She is the eighth woman to win the prize, which has been awarded since 1901. The last
woman winner was Nadine Gordimer of South Afnca. in 1991.
The prize is worth the equivalent of S825,000.
She also won the 1988 Pulitzer Prize for fiction, a year after publishing "Beloved," in
which she widened her themes of the black world in life and legend, first described in the
1978 "Song of Solomon"Her latest novel is "Jazz."
Morrison.62, born as Chloe Anthony Wofford in Lorain. Ohio. was the second of four
children in a black working-class family.
She made her debut as a novelist in 1970, with "The bluest eye," and soon gained
attention for her ''cpic power,unerring ear lot dialogue and richly expressive depictions of
black America." the academy said.
The academy had not reached Morrison by the time the prize was announced. She did
not Immediately return a telephone message left at her home today in Princeton. N.J., where
she has been a professor of humanities since 1989
Morrison "delves into the language itself, a language ;he wants to liberate from the
fetters of race," the academy said, "and she addresses us with the luster of poetry."
"One can delight in her unique narrative technique." the academy said. "varying from
book to book and developed independently even though its roots stem from (William)
Faulkner and American wnters from further south.
I

•Somalia

ISLAMABAD,Pakistan(AP)— In a surprising victory, Bertaur Bhutto defeated
her conservative opponent in national elections Thursday to bring the prime minister'
post she lost three years ago once again within her grasp.
Wednesday's election marts an impressive comeback by Ms. Bhutto, the scion of a
powerful family who was educated at Harvard and Oxford. Now 40,she remains the the tnost
charismatic figure in Pakistan, a Muslim nation of 120 million people.
From pnson and then from exile in England, she spent a decade fighting the country's
military dictator, Gen. Mohammed Zia ul-Haq, who overthrew her father in a 1977 coup and
ordered him hanged two years later.
In 1988, after the general's death she won elections that restored democracy to Pakistan..
becoming the first woman head ofa modem Muslim state. But 20 months later, her government
was dismissed on corruption charges.
With results tallied in all but a handful of the 217 election districts, state television showed
Ms. Bhutto's Pakistan People's Party with an insurmountable lead 483seats compared to 69
for the conservative Pakistan Muslim League, led by millionaire industnalist Nawaz Sharif
Smaller groups captured the balance.
But Ms. Bhutto didn't come close to mustering 109 seats,the number needed for maJonty
control in the National Assembly.
"We were expecting a much larger margin than is present." Ms. Bhutto said in a hnet
victory speech at her family home in the southern town of Naudem.
"Wean grateful to the nation for the confidenix they have the Pakistan People's Pasty:
Ms
Ms. Bhutto, who looked exhausted after a long night in which she had only a few hours of sleep
If she assumes office,she'll face daunting problems including poverty,75 percent illiteracy
and drug trafficking

WorldDigest

One American killed,
12 wounded in attack

-41

n

NAIROBI. Kenya tAPt
An Amencan soldier
a killed and 12 others wounded in a mortar attack
by Somali militiamen on Mogadishu's airport, the
['riled Nations said Thursday
Three of the scot icemen were in serious condition and
were being flown to a 1.: S base in(iermany tor treatment,
Mai David Stockwell. the chief t' N military spokesman.
said in an inters iew from Mogadishu
The United States, meanwhile, said another American
soldier wounded in weekend fighting in Somalia died today
at at' S military hospital in Landstuhl. Germany, where he
was flown for treatment
Stockwell said two mortar rounds fell on the seaside
airport late Wednesday in the latest of almost nightly
grenade and mortar attacks on It N positions
The attack came as President Clinton reportedly decided
against pulling troops out of Somalia and settled on a plan
that will send I.5(1) to 2.t WE more soldiers there quick!).
followed by a certain date for a withdrawal
Stockwell declined to identify the dead and wounded.
but said some were army Rangers and the others were
support personnel

•Training

• American novelist Toni Morrison wins Nobel Prize
• Benazir Bhutto wins election for previously held post
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•Peace

•Justice

UNITA rebels in Angola British propose to end
and Canadian
personnel arrive in Haiti agree to peace accord
right to silence
U.S.

PORTAL' PRINCE. Haiti I APi - - Thirty-one
and Canadian secuni) personnel hit the airport
tarmac here Wednesday, the first w a,e of a U N
militar) and police training mission that will number OM
by
end
The mission intends to focus on reforming Haiti's traditionally repressive military and rebuilding the nation's
infrastructure, which was already deteriorating before rthe
erthrow of President Jean-BenranJ Aristide two years

4

ago

The mission alsii is expected to pas e the way for Arts.
tide's return in three weeks
The foreign troops h.oe been 11 Old ill it to interfere in
nsing political violence 1 he 26 t S soldiers. Marines and
atoning-. were unarmed on
saiIt irs and five Canadian pt if
arrisal. hut will he given %earwig's dunne their duty for selldefense. 1 . S Embassy spokesman Stanley Schrager said

e
U

LISBON,Portugal AP) - Angola's t'NITA rebels
said Vs'etinesday they would respect pies ious peace
accords with the go,eminent and accept last )ear's
electoral defeat that re ignited Angola's brutal civil war
The rebels' decision was seen as a potential hreakihmugh
to end the fighting that has desastated the county-)and left
about 1111011111 dead in the past year
In a stafelIWIll ,C111 10 the 40,114.laird Press. the Sat1011.11
l'mon for the I otal likkpendence of Angola
l NI I A
said it accepted the salidity uI the September 1992 elecui
while still LA Hrodennp them fraudulent
"Although we beheye theelec lions were won by fraud. we
1.1 III .it. cept them it it Illifilfrs bringing pease to Angola
t N11 As 1 ob.(' representatise Luis lagueiro said
the statement said the rebels also accepted the 1991 pease
acci(rd.. which briefly halted Angola". I if,-)ear
war, but
they stipulated the treaty should he renegotiated and updated

gus.Bl...ACKINXR_, England (API -- The
eminent pri.iposed Wednewki) to abolish a cnnunal sus
pect's right to mIcrtLe, a basic /lintel& of the countr) •
justice ii)stem
The liaise.announced at the annual cuntcreme ofthe gos M ing Comers
ire (4 a senes mit initiators max-dal
curbing a nsing crime rate It was dentlinked h) trial law-ye/sand
lihertanans
"[he so-called right to silence is nithirs.1) exploited h.
tem inst.,- Ili in le Secrriars Michael Ilins ard said "What It,n,
the) must think we are Ins utile to call a halt to this charade
I rider the new s)stern. suspects ci
riot he n in.rd to answ
the questions ot police hut prosecutor, and lodges would be
apeniuni
tit istieltriitie
'.
suspectx
rsthe) ould draw a''pri vet intereniInc
'silence
Ihe go,minim! ..1f11 Ii 4101 the oght 5.51en. 111 \orthe
Ireland In I 9)0'. .1 4. tuner 1.11gC1N .11Oled leTT‘ 41,11.
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•Socialist/Marxist Series
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•Student business

Panel examines issues of UMaine AMA opens
Palestinian-Israel peace the Body Shop kiosk
Py Malcolm Smill
Staff Writer
University of Maine history professor Alex
Grab gave a controversial presentation yesterday at the Memorial Union on the subject
ofthe Palestinian-Israeli Peace Accord.Grab,
who grew up in Israel, gave this presentation
as part of the weekly Socialist and Marxist
Studies Luncheon Series.
Grab gave an overview of what the accord, attained in September. contained, and
said it will allow limited autonomy for the
Palestinians in the Gaza Strip and the West
Bank town oflericho. He said the Israeli army
will have control in those areas. but will pull
out ofthe major towns and cities. In two years
the two sides will start as negotiate a final
settlement.
Grab cautioned that, because of the broad
differences between the two groups, there is
not yet room for euphoria. 'Talking is better
than shooting," he said.
Grab urged "cautious optimism" as the
process moves along from here.
Many reasons for the signing ofthe accord
after so much time were given by Grab, the
main one being the rise of the Hamm, the
fundamentalist Islamic movement that started developing in the occupied territories in the
early 1980s. The Hamm, who continually
criticized the Palestine Liberation Organization, started gaining ground in the occupied
territories among the Palestinians because the

PLO was unable zo deliver anything to the
Palestinians. The Palestinians turned to the
radical Hamas as living conditions in the
occupied territories worsened, Grab said.
The return to power of the labor party, the
Gulf War,the bankrupting ofthe PLO,the end
of the Cold War,and the declining U.S. economy were the other reasons given by Grab.
The Gulf War, Grab said, showed the
Israelis that berattsr of electronic warfare,
they no longer needed the territory for security. The downfall of the Russian empire and
the declining U.S.economy meant the loss of
outside support.
After Grab's preaentation, his opinion's
were criticized by Israeli-Amencan UMaine
student Ad Eisenberg. who lived in Israel tor
10 years. Eisenberg said he wanted to give
people a different view.
Eisenberg criticized the PLO."What have
they done peaceful?They've killed 241 American Mannes_" Eisenberg also criticized the
Hamas, and said that most Palestinians' recognize neither the Hamas or the PLO.
Eisenberg and Grab discussed the issues
back and forth for quite awhile. Another audience member noted that their argument was a
good example of why lasting peace has been
so hard to achieve.
sayGrab concluded his presentation
ing that, even though neither side can get
everything it wants, a lasting peace is essential. If not, he cautioned, "all hell will break
loose sooner or later."

when the UMaine AMA chapter
was awarded a Body Shop Kiosk, it
was only the beginning. A representsWith the support of dedicated live of the Body Shop has come ruin
members of the University of Maine trained the students of:he AMA:chapAmerican Marketing Association, the ter about setting up and running the
Body Shop Kiosk has made its debut kiosk.
on campus this year.
The students run all arpects of the
The Body Shop is a socially and Body Shop,including distribution and
environmentally conscious store that setting up the display at the Union
has locations worldwide. It promotes
Lawson said the UMaine Body
environmental concerns such as the Shop is the third campus run kiosk in
preset vation of the rainforest and not the world. The other two are located
resting products on animals.
in New Jersey, near the headquarters
"The initial proposal was drafted of the company. The UMaine chapter
last semester by students who sent it of the AMA will gain a great deal of
into the national American Marketing prestige and credit nationally with
Association,"Dr. Diana Lawson,co- other AMA chapters.
The students will also gain a treadvisor to the AMA chapter at
mendous amount of experience with
UMaine, said .
"Heidi Tobias and myself worked running a business. and furthering their
on the proposal that was submitted," education beyond the classroom. This
Tells Armstrong, a student involved program helps the dedicated business
major get a well rounded and corn with the AMA. said.
The Body Shop, in conjunction ple te education in the times when bud with the AMA,chose the college cam- get cuts often threaten programs and
puses it wanted to expand to. Lawson classes.
The learning process does go besaid. UMaine was chosen for a number of reasons, including the cnviron- yond simply running the Body Shop.
mental awareness and other efforts The UMaine AMA chapter has also
that various campus organizations been faced with find;ng a permanent
location for the kiosk.
promote

By Michael J. Reynolds
Volunteer Writer
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•Winter weather

,
Cuts put freeze on UMaine snowplowing

The Maine Om

•Occupatio

IBM

By'Yolanda M. Sly

Due to budget cuts the deyaruarnt has been
downsized by 25 percent to a total number
Volunteer Wnter
of la employees
The weather is getting colder and while
This could effect certain members of the
walking around campus one can see people UMaine corrunuruty If there is an unusual
bundling up to keep warm
amount of snow, problems may arise HowIt s es'dent that the winter months are ever it is expected things will run like norrapidly approaching V. ith the ams at of mal with no manor incon%lefiCe Of prObitills
*inter. comes the cold weather and snow
Torn Cole. directnr of Facilities Man
Snow is the one element of winter that Agernent,
the department plans to have
can surprise esen one It. either snows when drivers working in three. eight-hour shifts
the forecasters predict it. or you wake up one This will provide twenty-four hour remos al
morning and the ground is costeed — with
Of SWAM fRe da),s a v.eek There is still a gap
out warning
with weekends which is being sorted out
This is also the one element of v.inter
Grounds Supers isor Orman Foss km said
that could present a problem to the Univer- the work load will be divided among the
sity of Maine community Budget cuts hate driers Eactidnsemwillhase a specific
area
effected nearly es ery aspect of the unisersi- to coser
ty One area that has herr) hit is the Facilities
-The most important thing is the safety
Management(Mice This office is in charge of the students. faculty. staff, and s'sem-% of
of the upkeep of the campus, which includes the campus." Merton Wheeler. assistant dithe rem,'sal of inov.
rector of Facilities Management. said
In 1990. the staff of driven who re
These cut backs will effect members of
moved snow consisted of 26 employees
Greek row Due to cut backs. Facilities

Management has notified the sororities and they managed to work something out. he
fraternities that the university will no longer said, and that bets hoping he can help solve
be able to plow their dns ess ay s and parking the problem this year as well
He said he understands the problems
lots
Facilities Management has had to face due
There is resentment among the Greeks
Many feel that since they Ilse on UMaine to the budget cuts and union contracts, but
property. they should he treated like any he added."campus property is campus prop.
erty
other person Its mg on campus
Littlefield said there is a meeting plarnied
-It's ridiculous, when it suits them the
university , we are considered on campus, for next week with campus administration
and when it doesn't suit them were not." to discuss what angle to take with solving
Ellen Walsh. President of Alpha Omicron the problem and. "where do we go from
Pi. said
We feel that we're treated like v.e're off
campus students. es en though we list on
•Birth defects
UMaine property.- Todd Mercer. President
of Phi Kappa Sigma. said
Brent Littleteild. a member of Lambda
Chi Ali ha called a meeting W'ednesdas
night with the members of the Greek community to discuss the notification from Facilities Management
As student body president. Littlefield
Nlisa ORLEANS API
Mans birth
faced this same situation last year Last year defects might be causes]
by a myoenous
phenomenon known as "sanishing twins...
in which one of a pair of identical twins dies
in the womb and damages the %Of% CV0f. a
researcher said
Ilse possibility arises from new studies
suggesting that many identical twins are
dramatically different genetically, despite
their appearance, researchers said Wednesday at the annual meeting of the Amencari
Society of Human Genetics
Dr John Burn of the University of Newcastle 1pm Tyne in England showed slides
of identical twin girls with an ohs ious difference One is an accomplished gymnast
The other is %es erely cnppled by muscular
dystrophy . a genetic disorder,
Both girls have identical genes. yet one
has a genetic disease and one doesn't That
suggests that a mutation or sOfIX other gene
disruption must has e occurred to One of
them before birth
Other identical twins have been SC=
with ohs ious differens es When researchers
have looked at identical is ins with no apparent difference, subtle but important genetic discrepancies are often found,said Dr.
Judith Hall of the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada
'- It may be that all twins have something
discordant.- Hall said
These differences may explain a longstanding puzile in genetics why humans
have identical twins and other am mats don't.
she said
"It doesn't happen in any other animal.
except armadillos,- she said.
Armadillos can have quadruplets or octuplets --- sets of four or eight identical
offspring But identical, or monsoygous.
twins do not occur naturally in any other
animals, researchers said
Puppies or other animals horn in the
same litter are fraternal, or dirygous, twins
Identical twins occur when an embryo splits.
fraternal twins arise from separate eggs and
sperm and are no more alike than siblings or
human fraternal twins
Allow one in ISO human births result in
identical twins, meaning that one in 75 people is an identical twin. Hall said
atrasound examinations of women in
the first weeks of pregnanc-y suggest. howes er. that identical twins are about three
show siThars hos rely ri you appreciate his mans wan of vigilant r bs brine areful
with matches
times as comrinin as that hut in most cases
mu ampflres Remember nnh snu tan present forest fires
one dies before birth
'Thar means that another two of c's cry 75
Senir r of 'kr 1111A POIPIN %rev*, awl S.,.., .tat
,F 01++4,,
reflPle had a twin f,rothey sister and lost it
before birth

'Vanishing twins'
syndrome might
explain defects

Whaddya Say To A Guy Who's
Had The Same Job For 50 Years,
Has Never Called In Sick Or Showed
Up Late, Never Taken A Vacation
Or A Holiday, Never Asked For
A Raise Or Griped About His Bonus
And, Believe It Or Not, Has No
Plans For Retirement?

Thanks.
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Staff Writer
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•Occupations
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IBM executive shares job experience knowledge
By James Kachmar
Staff Writer
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the linis'ersity. of Maine was the site of a
discussion titled: "What to Expect from Your
J• Richard MacKinnon, a recently retired
International Business Machines executive,
gave his thoughts on the subject Tuesday
evening in Little Hall.
MacKinnon was introduced to group of
about 30 people by Dr George Markowsky.
professor of computer science, shortly after 4
p.m.
MacKinnon worked for IBM for 30 years
before retiring and taking a job with State
Street Bank. State Street Bank. the fourth
most profitable bank in the world,created the
position of State Street Fellow upon MacKinnon's retirement from IBM.
Mac Kinnon's duties include advising the
chair of the bank on what direction technology
is taking so the hank can make more informed
decisions on its investments in technology.
MacKinnon has had many experiences in
college classrooms as well. He has been senior lecturer at MTT's Sloan School,a visiting
professor at Harvard's Aiken Laboratory,and
executive-in-residence at Boston University.
He has also been familiar with UMaine
since the 1970s. He has given talks in recent
years and helped set up the university's Computer Science Department.
He started his talk by explaining "what it
wouldn't be'
"I am not going to talk about the computer
business." he said. He said it was not -how to
;d-x,ui
tind ajob personal war t. ric ,,r

IBM."
Instead, he said it was"a total re-think" of
what to expect from a job.
MacKinnon discussed issues to consider
when looking at a job, whether considering
taking Of i 1 new job after being in the work
force for a while or being a recent college
graduate.
"A great deal of trust has evaporated from
the work place," he said.
He also talked about employees having
"patriotism" to a certain company
"Many good things have happened in
corporations where there is employee patriotism," he said. MacKinnon acknowledged
that there was no recent study done to support
his ideas on patriotism, but he said he felt his
observation was correct.
There is "a constant shifting of the sands
as far as benefits, job security, tenure and
management positions," he said.
MacKinnon referred to management as an
"endangered species, expendable and a sitting duck" on different occasions
"Ask yourself why you would want to be
a manager?" he said.
He also explained that if someone does
aspire to go into managementthat they"should
have some area of expertise."
"Knowledge is power,- he said.
"You're the master of your fate," he added_ He went on to talk about "people who feel
locked into theirjob because of benefits." He
said that people should -take care oftheir own
financial responsibilities"
He discussed reasons people work and the
"significance" of work

"It's a way to put bread on the table," he
said.
When considering whether to take ajob or
not he said, "It (financial compensation) is a
good place to start, but not a good place to
end"
Other consitielations he said are important to people are professional content and
gaining a sense of contribution.
-There is a social aspect to it (a job)," he
said. -I love to work with other people," he
said.
MacKinnon has never had a secretary . He
sets up his own appointments and takes his
own phone calls.
"I want to know who wants to talk to me,"
he said."I don't want'my people to call 'your
people'," he said He would rather talk directly to the person he is trying to reach. He
mentioned a recent phone call where a se,cretary tried to "schedule a phone call"
MacKinnon also talked about image,selfesteem,the "power thing" and "What will the
neighbors think
"I don't like to think of it ("the power
thing') like that," he said.
"Don't get hung up on the power and perk
things," he
'There are othem things to get hung upon,"
he said Among the 'things to get hung upon'
were."adequate financial compensation,considering who you'll he associated with, what
your opinion of what you'll be doing ever)
day is and setting standards for yourself."
"Ekesthis look like fun?"he said is also an
important consideration when assessing ajob
MacKinnon related a story abcol an ern -

Richard MacKinnon, former IBM executive.(Photo courtesty Public Affairs.)
ployee who had accumulated I003 days of
sacation and when asked why he (the employee) would never take any of his vacation,
the employee said he would have to spend the
day with his wife
"Ekon't get hung upon titles," he said "Do
you want your title on your tombstone"- he
once asked one of his employees
"Some day you will leave your job," he
said.
Other pieces of advice he gave were.
"Don't lock yourself in, please yourself cart
about others" and keep ethics in mind
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Delivery Special
Sunday thru Thursday only
FREE Coke
with each pizza delivered to campus

$3.25

$6.00

Plain or 1-Item

Plain or 1-Item

Small Pizza
a $4.50 value

Delivery hours 5 p.m. to 12 Midnight
Daily Prices include tax and delivery
Tip your delivery driver
He/She is a student, too!
Limited Time Only

Large Pizza
a $8.50 value
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Pretty colors

•Amtrack wreck

Pilot thought
bridge was barge

Students meander along a walkway lined with colorful Fall foliage behind Fogkar Library Sorry, we can't afford
color printing.(Boyd photo.)

•Speaker of the House

Democrats deciding on Martin's status
AUGUSTA. Maine tAP) -- A prominent critic of Speaker John L Martin's continued tenure as House presiding officer is
urging her Democratic colleagues to keep
discussing the matter, but to keep the talks
under wraps
Rep. Susan Tarnsworth of Hallowell
outlined her stews to other Democratic
House members two weeks ago in an unpub-

licized letter, which was since obtained by.
l'he Associated Press.
Saying talks about Martin's status are
important. Farnsworth added that ''this issue is hest dealt with h CaLICIls members
talking with each other and with John Mai-tin personally
Recalling a "pris ate, but not secret"
gathenng of a handful of Ikrnocratic law-

University College
whether or not the two programs will still he
situated in Bangor after the relocation Due to
the lack oftechnologically advanced
Cole said that the location oi. the dental hygiene
program in general is uncertain at this time
The fate of the human services program is
grim. Associate Dean hicRay admitted that the
,program will more than likely .
'iuman service,
; not immediately .he eliminated following the
move ot the Bangor campus to the On-inn
'ampus
According to the downsizing proposal intrnduced by ('Maine President Frederick E
Hutchinson,"If quality is to he the objective,
priorities must he estahli.hed reiakinrs must

makers in Augusta on Sept 9 at which
Martin's future was discussed, Farnsworth
said plans for an informal meeting open to
all House Democrats were subsequently
scrubbed
That meeting was canceled, she said.
"because it seemed that keeping discussion low key and personal would he much

MOBILE. Ala.(API -- A towboat pilot
says he saw an object on his radar screen and
assumed it was a barge waiting iitit the fog
Then he felt a thtx1 Nest came a "swoosh- as
Amtrak's Sunset Limited plunged offa bridge.
The National Transportation Safety
Board on Vsrdnesday released Willie
Odom's account in a summary of its investigation so far of the worst accident in
Amtrak's 23-year history
LaWyers for ()dons and other member',
of the tugboat cress gase a similar account at
a TWVis conference on Friday
The NTSB said it appears the towboat's
barges hit the hndge. weakening it moments
before the train, racing along at 72 mph,
plunged into Big Bayou r'anot. killing 47
people
Meanwhile. Ihstrict Attorney Chris Gaboos released recordings of three 911 calls
that reveal confusion about where the accident occurred, a failure to grasp its scope.
and frustration in the voices of those trying
to summon help
The last call, placed by an unidentified
Amtrak cuperv ism. ends with his telling the
operator 'Ma'am. 1 has-e to go and assist
these folks"
wo earlier calls were made by official.
of CSX Transportation Inc. owner of the
tracks and bridge V4 amen Can-, an assistant
terminal train master in Mobile, was apparently the first to call for help. at 1:01 a.m He
mistakenly told a Mobile police dispatcher
the train derailed at a draw bridge miles
away.
The district attorney is looking into no.sihle criminal charges in the accident.
The NTS13 said electronic devices cal sagest from the Amtrak locomotives show
the Sunset Limited was traveling about '2
mph across the nudge.a preliminary finding
that would put the train slightly over the '0
mph limit

Dr. Linwood L Colsom III,
Optometrist

from page I
follow pnorities Perhaps the efficacy of the
merger between the Bangor and Orono campuses will not have drastically iinpres.sive results in the initial stages However, after the
transition is complete. many advantages could
arise for students attending the t niverats
Maine that are enrolled in programs tfink,
the t Tnivercity. College. namely the accestabii
in of most facilities without having to travel to
the Bangor campus
The message presented In Hutchinson in
the plan was,'it the 'niversity of Maine is to
fulfill its mission as the statr's center ot learning. discovery and service ti-s the public,change
Is

will be relocating his office to

ONE SPRINGER PLACE
(adjacent to Shaw 's Maas)

at 24 Springer Drive, Bangor
Effective October 4, 1993
Tel. 942-7792
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Recycling is fashionable at...

Free Delivery!

IRRESISTIBLES
1Contemporary Designer Fashions
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StateNews

•MCI racial incident

•World WC

•Crash investigator reports

Dive

•Race for Blaine House getting crowded

*Cable quarrel

•Gubernatorial race

The gubernatorial plot thickens Impasse remains' tinchan
Limestone Republican enters racc
cable viewers in Portian area
PRESQUE ISLE, Maine(API -- A Republican lawmaker fmm Limestone an
flounced his candidacy Inc gosertior and
embarked on a statewide tour Thursdas
from Presque Isle to Portland
Rep Paul Young called for bringing
hack integritv to politics.ending "hack rcioni
arm-twisting' in Augusta and putting soli]
hons ahead of partisan politics
Young told supporters V4 ednesday at the
Northeastland Hotel that he encountered
people who had been deadened Iss despair
and without hope while studying in Germans in I 9R9
"That satils , is what we find in Maine
'.slas
a people s.
is e become co

mistrustful of and skeptical about govern
ment that many are now on the verge of
going up.' said Young
"Government, as it is now practiced in
this state. is intellermally, morally and spit
itualls incapable of confronting the issues
that face us.- he said
Young. who is joining a field of four
announced candidates in the Republican
pnmary , planned campaign stops Thursday
in Bangor and Portland
A Fultwight scholar, Young created his
own software business hy age ZR He is also
a nasal reserve intelligence officer ss ho as
awarded the U.S Navy's meritorius unit
citation and the NaV:4.4 defense medal

•Road block e‘asion

Report clears trooper of
wrongdoing in fatal crash
BANGOR. Maine i AP'[
An internal
ins estigation exoneratzd a state tnsopei who
was ins ol ved in a highw ay chase that ended in
a triple-fatal crash last month
Insiper Barn Curtis ailed properly and
did not s iolate any laws or policies in pursuing
the irhick.state police( Net /tithed R Skolfieki
said in releasing his invesaigatiws report
The driver of the car *mg chased. Th.'
ma'Craw ford, was dosing without a license.
at a high speed and in a reckless manner.
Skolfoeld said And witnesses said the Bangor
man "appeared to he yelling or oahoning
during the Sept 19 chase
•'Tmoper Curtis us nra responsible for the
accident ThnmasCrawfarti
the Chief said
in his eight-page rerait which he released at a
Bangor new. cnnference Wedriescl s
'Mr Crawford made chokes that day
and noeine else should he held accountable for
those choices and the resulting consequences
Trooper Curtis was doing what the citizens
would expect him to do. winch is responding
in serious violations and enforcing the law
Skolfrif report confirmed that Crawford s
Caman was traveling at an esurnated91mph an
hour when it crossed the center lint and snuck
the either vehicle on slate Route ahir Fddinginn
Both Craw ford and his passenger krald
McClure of Bangor.hnth 22. were k I tril after
being ejected fn 4(11 the cat. as. Mc('hurt was
run over by a second vehicle The other trivet
Bangor neurosurgeon Dr John 1)uckworth,
also was killed, and all five passengers in his
GMC Jimmy were hospitalized
The chase lasted only seven or eight min
uses, covering less than 10 miles, and the
average speed was between fig and 7* mph.
Slrolfield said

The chase began after Crawford abrupt's
rrscoed direction as he approached a drunk
en dosing roadhlock in Brewer and sped
away Police previously desiTihed the maneuver as a U rum. hut Skolfkki said in his
report that Crawford made a three-point turn
1 ems showed Crawford had a blood-alcohol kvel of 007 percent. whk-h is below the
legal limit of 00* percent Crawford had a
long record of driving violations. his license
was revoked hesause he was an habitual offender. and the Camaro hire licence plates
assigned to another vehicle, the report said
k Brewer policeman began the chase. but
turned it over to Curti after the vehales
crossed into Holden Crawford was dosing
erratically . passing vehicles on bath the right
and the left
'Numerous witness statements indicate
that the Camaro was being driven in a very
dangerous manner. but that Trooper Curtis
and the Brewer officer were both driving
prudentiv and picked then times to pass."
Skolfseld said
Curtis a seven-year veteran ol the state
police. was trained last year as an 'mink-tor
for enicrgensy vehk.k operators and is very
familiar with his patrol area, the chief said
Skolfield noted that 'urns needed to ap.
prehend t'ramford to ockntify him and prosecute him for the violations that occurred during the chase including attempting to elude a
police officer and exceeding the speed limit
Its more than 50 mph
The chief said the h year-old Maine State
Police policy on high speed chases is similar
to the one endnreed Its the Maine Chiefs of
Pallor aisax-iatior and others used by police
agencies outside the Gale
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PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — An impasse between the one's largest ;Able com
piny and two network affiliates rtsnained
unchanged this morning for the system's
57.0tX) subsisibera.
WOME-TV and WCSH-TV, the Portland affiliates ofT7BS and NBCrespectively,
remained 00 Public Cable Co , although
them were repeats that an agreement with
WOME win in the worts
Jeffrey Darrell. %ice president of Public
Cable,confirmed B Monday that them was
an agrtailma princitik that could re skirt
the CBS tarok s signal to the cistern
Rut at midnigts. Public Cahlr coriOnurd
biorsic.isting a news propam on Channel 13,
In place of WCSH the company aired a
message on Channel r% that blamed the affiliates for the impasse
The war of words resolves around a
dispute over retransmission right, g..tnted
by the 1942 Cable Act. The law gives
stations new rights to obtain pay ment for
ait rttillitsnuM,Irs.
WMTW. the area's ABC affiliate and
WPXT,the Fox affiliate,britn reached agreements with Public Cable and other caNe
anaparies prior to the Tuesday deaSine
In Bangor, negotiations ',cower. NBC
afilianeWLB7.— the niter station of-WC7S1-1
— Ind Catitevision were extended for 24

hours pint Tuesday's federally mandated
deadline.
ABC tifSale
witctaiun
Balg
ea
lrw
reached a'
tentativeclag
For the broadcasters. the sbneocr from
cabk coili hurt advertising mauves. For
the cable systems, the ioia of one or roar
network affiliates could CfM.tt cubsinibets.
Broackarters may bar: more to lose and
more quickly,acroniing ti totel media buyers, who puehase hrtaMiattimeon bdiall
advertisers,
Cathy War_ who runs a rinntlin-rethtsing firm,had already decided Wednesday- to
cancel iwo ad -sainpsivis on
-They sierr very nice at Channel 6 and ,
I feel bad about it because 't.
• coming .,sit of I
the sales people's pockets,''site Mai
TV deniers and eiectinnics shops in de
Portland area reported a run on anteretan and
cs .tche< used to connect a TV toeitha cable
or antenna broadam.
Donald Charles,ownero(Colonial Secmaws in Portland, adiised viewers to take
the least cosily approach by going with
rabbit ears and the Ab
"We's e hero right out straight awe.
sewn &dock this morning,- Oissies said
Wednesday "A kit of people waned natil
the last minute They waited until mai&
to sex what would happen
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•Vroom!
•Weekend disturbance

.
Authoritie
ortesinve
s stigate
prep school racial incident

At'61'ST A. Maine uAP)
Ancirney
General Michael Carpenter filed a complaint charging two Pittsfield men with violating the cvii rights of three black students
at the Maine Central Institute
The complaint
o'ves around a di,r Lir
hance last weekend at the Pittsfield campus
in which a %tulle man threatened tila-k students with a shotgun
Carpenter's complaint Wednesday accused brothers Donald and Ronald Chute,
who are white of violating the cis il nghts of
students
klco Wednesday . a judge issued a tern
pantry restraining order ti..mng the Chutes
from contacting the MCI students or ap
proaching the campus
' lur office will pursue aggressively these
ervil nein. cases... Carpenter said "We believe that obtaining a temporary restraining
order and filing a complaint against the de
fendants immediately will prevent a further
eiralation of threats and violence

Meanwhile, U S Athletics Jav McCloskey said he had referred the matter in the
Co 11 Rights Division ot the I S hisnce
Department. which had assigned an anon
ney to work with his office
McCloskey said that both his rr' and the department'. assignment Wer.
dard procedures in such matters
MCI ic a Tin% ate school that serves as the
SAD 51 high school and has an additiom
91 boarding students About halt ot th:
hoarding students are rostra-itwho are enrolled in a highb
nculum in order to imp
kputude Test scores I.
Of the total student enrcitimeni .; 111 cti,
are black
Carpenter'scomplatnt alleges'
Saturday night. the(-routes anu oarc
men from tow-n provoked the snider
taunting them outside then dormitory . wilt
phrases such as. 'You niggers. I rug
kill you
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$4.50
Sesame Chicken
with Pork Pried Rice
and 3 Chicken Fingers
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- OAK STREET
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•World War II cargo ship

•Radar system

Divers recover mercury from ship
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PORTLAND. Maine(AP) — The Coast
Guard said Wednesday that mercury recovered from a sunken chip does not appear to
have harmed marine life near the wreck.
Sal% age mu's have accounted for all 221
meirura flasks believed to have been alit wti the
NV'aid Was II cargo ship Empire Knight vs hen it
sank isff the southern Maine coast 49 years ago.
A stud) of mercury levels of samples of
sediment, fish, lobsters, sea worms and other
marine organisms showed the were consistent with mercury levels elsewhere in the Gulf
of Maine.
''We %ere pleased to find that the mercury
levels appear to he ver). low, and that any
v men readings were inside of.or very near,
the wreck," said U.S. Coast Guard Cara

David Pascoe
William Brennan, commissioner of the
Maine Department of Marine Resources.
called the presence of mercury "very localized and minor'
Additional samples will he studied to en
sure their w as no mercury contamination of
manne life inside a cargo hold aboard the
vessel, said Pascoe. the coonimator of the
salvage operation
!demur) is a hazanioua 'IraN) metal that
can cause illness and brain damage in humans
In addition to the inercur, flacks, wood.
crenated cud and other matenal thought to he
contaminated by the mercury have been memoved from the wreck seven miles off York
Moat ofthe P.islis are t.-ta °deck. with necks

and stoppers missing. None of the flasks was
full and many were empty when they were
ft-covered Me search continues for more
menura that leaked from the flacks_
Mercury.flasks containing memoir,contaminated water and equipment are being
stored in steel drums in Portland until officials
decide how to dispose of them Crews recovered 1,221 pounds of mernury.
Today,officials with at least six state and
federal agencies were scheduled to meet in
Portland to discuss the laboratoh results of
tests on sediment and marine life
Officials also were expected to discuss
plans for resuming the sals age operation next
spring. said David Sail of the Maine Department of Environmental Protection
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4. Another Republican envy

Cahill stresses experience in Elaine House bid
SoftSenate
A LICASTA.Maine(
Mnsority Leader Pamela L Cahill,the newest entrant In the 1994 Republican gastrinaxial maps-takes. portrays herself as an
ordinary woman who knows a thing or two
shout Maine politics.
know what it is like raising a hardly in
Maine. 1 imderstarvi the challenges of !Wining a hisinen in Maine. Arid I know the ins
and nuts-,the good, the had. and the ugly of
our sun grivernmeait," she told& news conference outside the anaemia's State House
IN Bet

Cahill, who has served sawn team in the

Laiiliture, is a mothm of tan atm owns * yea atm and is Nandi by the Cmsstitution
Christmas tree laminests and wiath at time !men succeeding himself.
Aiequalstrterher of Denvicrat are manaa a wiLITMS
timing for their party't cominatam. and at
meat wetting again.'•
Cana, ackhossiedged that the field of lean titer independents are planning In tun
in the galena'. tin-taw
Would-he govern as it cm vied -- more than
C.Shet Republicans already 'us the race are
a down cainclidaws have melted lo far — hut
5man Colitis. a !Orme" McKernan cabinet
said it is a healthy develop:Tient.
-Mayhe it's ma the law thirg for the memberIfid deputy sum trericaurer inMessapoliticians ofthas state, ha 1 think uithe bent chneafc state R.Stamm FL Lartallt of
lung for the pang& ot this star::'she said. Aiwa& sameS.(lakes M. Webster of
Cahill a the cirth Repialabcva to roar the Formitstrim Maine aviation Civic League
race to savcre. d inateutimu0OPOrar John R. &rector Jasper S. Wyman ofWateraillen,rind
Mx-Kermit who le fielding his son4ahrl fon- state Rep. Pant R.. Y.30111 o(inimeatone.
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Bangor Raceway may be turned
over to Orono entrepreneur
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BANGOR. Maine AP — An Omno
entrepreneur has put together the lone pmposal for running the Bangor Raceway in response to the nth 's effortts to pnvatiae the
harnecs-racing track
Frac Nichols has put togedan a CCNISCWDurn ot 10 people interested in running the
race meetfor five years He said he expects to
rape S100.000 in capital
A half-dozen people expressed initial interest in running the track.hut they hacked off
The deadline passed a week ago and onla
iahols answered the call

Despite several mita years under city
management. Nichols said a combination of
strong promotions and eXOtK wagenng could
boost attendance and revenue
"I think there -canner fan base that can he
built up But there's enough of them to make
a go of it•• Niche*. said Wednesday
The corporation intends to race 15 days
and to pay the crta rent of $7.500 a year
But cm officials are womed about stipulations that the city take care of 'Major stax
tural repairs; and matt/mance under the

4

Rose Bike

Senate approves
transportation
spending for
Maine
PORTLAND, Maine(AP)-- The Senate approved funding for building a longrange radar system for northern Maine and
reviving passenger rail service from Portland to Bostnn. Maine's senators said.
The bill includes $IO million for the
Federal Aviation Administration to start
construction of the radar facility to ensure
commercial air service to rural communities. Sens. George Mitchell and William
Cohen said Wednesdaj
It also includes 514.5 million far infrastructure improvements along the Bostonto- Portland rail comdor necessary to restore
passenger rail service, the senators said
"The Senate-passed legislation. by
strengthening and expanding our state s
transportation infrastructure, will help make
Maine mom competitise in the marketplace
and lead to job creation." they said in a
statement
In addition, the annual spending hill for
the Department of Transportation includes
S11 4 million for a program that pros ides
help for appmxiMateh 100 rural c ornmuni
ties that are in danger of locing commercial
air ter% KY
The spending bill also includes 5A4 million for regular hodge and road maintenance in Maine and an additional $14 million for highway project; authored by
Mitchell in the 1991 surface transportation
bill

Get Involved!!!
The Student Government is looking for people interested in being on committees of the General Student
Senate. The only requirement is to be an activity fee
paying undergraduate student. The following are the
committees open:

•GOVERNMENTAL PROCEDURES•
review the structural procedures ot the student government

•COMMUNITY UNIFICATION•
promote the acceptance of diversity and discourage discrimination

•LEGISLATIVE LIAISON•
communicate to state and federal government

•PUBLIC RELATIONS•
communicate student govt activities to the communits

that on

•ACADEMIC AFFAIRS•
advise goverment about academic

iry, with

gangf°
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•STUDENT AFFAIRS•
9
29
Exit
Our no.b9
Ukiah
$363 $339
Cross Coo ry $508 $279
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deal directh with student o

All students ink _ted should attend the General Student Senate meeting at 600 pm on October 5, 1993 contact the Student Government at 1-1775 for mc
information

Hope to see you GET INVOLVED!!!

The Maine Campus, Friday, October 8, 1993
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Apathy filled ballot box

_
7 -Michael Jordan! You've retired from the NBA alter 3 straight
ships and more commercial endorsements than you
chainj
What arc you going to do next?
have teeth!

L) A/

1

W hen I a as a shild. I had a singular hope It %ca. an ambition
which grew as I got older Some kids wanted to he firefighters,
hairdressers or those guys who aork at 7-II's I had loftier
ambitions
I %anted to he a GSS senator at UMaine
No. really
My parents raised roe well, educating me forms chosen position throughout no
youth I attended at wkshops voth titles like. "Film to form a committee %chose sole
purpose Is to has e no purpose... and -Quorums- What they are and how to reach
them
I graduated from high school and sent on to meet with destiny Once I got to
school. hosses cr. my dreams had to he put aside a hile I pursued higher education
Finally. this year. my senior year, my last year. my "easy- year, I was able to
reach forward and claim my hirthnght I had been studying the dynamics. or lack
thereof. 01 Student Gosemment and the sisting populace for three years
It %Sas time to make ms mos e
Did I get applications, fill out petitions of run a campaign Slope My friends
Dana and Mike. and I sent doan tii the l'niori about an hour before polls closed
and wrote down my name as an oft-campus ante-in candidate
I aasn t scorned I tnew three sows %fluid get me in I aould he a GSS senator
No problem
No problem, that is, it we all filled out the ballot form correctly One mend. sho
I svon.t name hut it isn't Dana. didn't check the hot nest to my written-in name
ks it was, that threw me inti‘ a %is -way races ith other ante •ns who each had two
s‘stes Seseral other last-minute candidates had scraped by with three and four votes
It might easily he :lust me. hut does this seem incredibly silly to you'
Fact - There sac such a lack of actually concerned students running for office
that a schmoe like me t and foe other scianoesi were sy mg for seats
Fact— Well. actually speculation I het that ‘oter turn-out sac so loa that some
people sho actually ran a serious race might have prwsibly been defeated by a goof
write-in like rryselt
APath).
Me are the most apathetic age group that exists I sac once t, by my local %MC
reprVerstAtt%e that the reason eCluLatawt sac cut s often ,A2,simpts flat se college
students don't sire and had no hearing On the reelection of politicians Sr can we
really complain aboct it Remember the quote on the front page of last Fnday's
paper' It sac somethios about if su.i dun't suit s
. on base ni nght to hitch
Its true There are i thousand and one cliches about that situation stalling sith
"You can't sing the blivs if you don't pay the dues"
I predict we sill hca- more blues as the year goes on, and a fair amount sill he
complaints about the GSS
You could have had a heanng on the ram,the elections and the decisions stitch
senators sill he making d roughing,' the :year
It you didn't vote. you have no hearing, nor do you have the nght to complain
ahmt decisions made Role-miler, if you chdri't vote, those senators don't really
represent
They rrprese t the people abr. actually got off their hurts and went tr,
the runk
kentreiser e ,,h, he ho-: wiorh,•
Hein
,,fcu hoot left to he (rule' run
vet arum Snith
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•Pidc your week

atzonal too many weeks'week
What week is it?
Whose turn is it now?
Does it seem like everyone has a
whole week 'dedicated' to themselves and their cause? Who does
the dedicating? Anyone can proclaim 'Wednesday is Prince Spaghetti day.' fit really. truly is). Yet
claiming a week is named in obserance of one's organization implies
a sanction from higher up the authority scale. Does this higher authority bother only to think about
the issue once a year? Should we? It
seems there is a certain amount of
coercion going on. If each indi% idual can he convinced everyone else
is observing this or that cause because it is important, then they will
likely listen more carefully. Should
the social consciousness change
through coercion or the strength of
the argument?
All of the shouting and posturing
about this week or that grows stale
The ring of voices screaming for attention becomes flat and similar.
esen. dare we say it. annoying. Why
bother' Why spend all this energy
articulating one's agenda' Stop posturing and get on with the events that
educate, explain, and cons ince' Perhaps the public would he more receptive to special interests if we were
told what was of concern, instead of
when
Perhaps we could stop and ask our,
selves just what we're after Do we want
to change ignorant clews held by society, or simply allow a soca) minuien)to
reassure themsel% es they are important?
A rally on the I'mon steps or an event on
the mall for two days gets the attention
of the general public Both stimulate
thought What does a 'week' achieve' It

provides little more benefit than smug
satisfaction for some vocal organizer when
he or she sees a grey box on a calender.
Say we name a week to our cause,
then schedule a variety of different
events that tie in with it over the course
of our 'week'. Sure, there will be an
increase in awareness and maybe es-en
sensitivity to the issue, hut when the
week is over, the issue is gone. By its
very nature, naming a week to honor a
particular issue makes it a temporary.
issue. How much more successful it
would he to forget the name game and
push for some event relative to the
cause ever week for five weeks in a
row Now instead of a media blitz, the
issue quietly becomes part of the social
consciousness
Does one 'week have as much % al idity as another'('an one 'week' he more
important than another M ay.he we could
compensate by iv% arding months and
years to the more worthy issues. Yet the
National Vegetable Growers Council
has a 'remember broccoli' month (really . you just missed it...it was September). Yet we only observe Rape and
Sexual Assault Awareness week. Such
a barrage of pettiness and irrelevance
can cause cynicism and resistance in
the %cry people who should be
reached--- 'What day is it? What am I
supposed to he aware of this week?'
Why stoop to competing with crash
dummies Vince and Lam when one is
armed with a real issue worthy of real
consideration?
Social consciousness can't be
hoarded,and neither can it coast through
51 seeks of relati% e silence, raising
everyone's awareness isn't a part time
job to he handled one week or one
month out of the year It's a full time
job for every member of society
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•Accessibility denied
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displeased
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The article on die firm Women 113 the
urnculum presentation, mporied by James
Kai:lunar in the SepL 24 Maine Canaan,
contains numerous inaccuracies As so often
happens in Carriptis reporting. the speakers'
ideas were lifted out of context. thus distorting them. I did indeed make the statement
thai "anger is toes liable.- but went on to say
at it must he lees within certain parameters
x trust and conunixi ground for docusuon
are lost Student wnters certainly deserve
some indulgence, but nix at the expense of
the truth. By allowing sta.t. sloppy journalism, 71y Maine Campus damage., its aedilay as a serious voice in campus affairs
Joanne Boynton
Assistant Professor of
Developmental Reading

It was the hope of the physically-different that with the Amens arts with Disabilities
Act accessibility to public places would he
on the increase. Not at the Ram's Horn.
whose entrance was rebuilt ant wheelchair
ramp eliminated'
ibis is surprising at a public university
that has to comply with federal and state
statutes (sonic dating back to '73) that prohibit erecting impediments to the handicapped It is TOR surprising since the Hon
is run bs OCB. whose president is disabled.

Maybe he doesn t mind asking for help to
enter and cut the building I do and think he
does, too.
One of those older federal laws states
that when any part of a public building is
structurally changed. the building must he
male accessible So, where's the wheelchair-accessible bathroom? Where was the
administration when this inanity was done
lbe Horn now should he closed until it's
open for every-one's enjoyment
I have friends foe whom a wheelchair is
part of their bodies 1 lised in one for many a
month With their new porch, the iep is too

high aim' although Ican get up without much
problem. coming down is nsky business —
especially alter a couple of beers that they
sell me Come wintertime this will change
without the ramp and its handrail This is an
insult to me and an incivility to the physically -different by those indifferent or insensitive.
This university ha,' long been in need for
a handicapped awareness week. For too long
we have been ignored This is 1993.
OCR- you suck,
John Ostuni
Orono

•Help wanted

Straighten the board,lend a hand
To the Editor
Help. We. the weary remaining tew
of the Off Campus Board, do hereby
send out our gasp for help
We brought you Octoberfest by the
skins of out teeth Now we are in an
e en more desperate situation due to the
resignation of our (closed sice president. Norm Nelson He burned out Now

we have more bases to coser and Otir
less hand to guide our path
If OCB is to continue to sponsor
esents and venues like Bumstock.
Freakiest, and the Rams Horn, to an
ever increasing number of off-campus
students, we need solunteers We desperately need your help, let your ideas
flower and share with us your ideas and
talents

The Off-Campus board is open to all
students. We meet esery Thursday' night
at 5_30 p.m. at the Ram's Horn at the
end of Grove Street. just past York Village If you can't make it then. stop by
our office on the third floor of the Memorial Union
Jason Hams
Director of the Ram's Horn

•Flags unfurled

Space Available

Good idea
could have
This page is reserved for YOU!
Voice your opinion in print, send letters been better
To the Editor
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to:
Letters to the Editor:
The Maine Campus Suite 7A
5743 Lord Hall Orono, ME 044695743
The Maine Campusreserves the right to
edit all submissions for length, taste and
libel.
Letters should be no longer than 250
words.

I was delighted to see the "rainbow- flag
flying underneath the U S flag on the flagpole in front of Fogler library Iiis a festive
addition to the great colors ni the autumn
foliage A nice and easy change in how it is
flown. would make it an educationai too,
Thc flag's color spa:trum rtivp-.0-bottom
red., orange, yellow, green. blue, % foiet
the same sequence as the Colt,F‘ one observes when refracting visible what light
through a glass prism, a raindrop, a soap
hobble. or any other transparent object whose
sides are not parallel "While- light is simply a jumble ot these -rainbow - colors An
interesting charactenstK ot the-se different
colors in the spectrum is that each has a
different energy level Energy levels increase
as the colors get -violate' and decrease as
they get "red-er- In addition, other properties, firquency and wavelength, of the individual colors vary
It the flag war flown with vicitet cal top and
red at bottom it would het all of.us ranemher
that violet light is a higher map color than
red light ill follows that ultra-violet light has a
greater energy than infra-red

Best Tuppe:
Graduate Ass ;an:
Quatr rnan Srudies
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ARIES(March 21- Apri 19): An important message arrives in the morning hours
Delays can he expected. A good time to review
your plans and make last minute revisions

ARIES(March 1
ing changes in your I
the good now. Be sp
to adjust to some sui

TAURUS (April 20- May 20): A brilliant idea attracts a lot of attention your way
when the Sun conjuncts Mercury. Express
y our thoughts. they are of great value

TAURUS(April
erful sexual unckrcu
tionships and clouds
An intense clandest
begin now but it is u

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Fresh
ideas help you resolve old money problems.
A minor snag can be overcome with a little
imagination. Forsake worn out methods in
favor of experimental solutions

GEMINI (May
you pick up through t
a problem but just ft:
lasting solution. lool

CANCER(June 21 - July 22): Creative
ideas are flowing fast and fret, but you are
not able to let other reali7e their time value
Write them down for a later date

CANCER(June
may. he unusually m
Venus sextile of PI
more direct if they
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by Bill Amend
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‘1RGO(Aug. 22
mations alter the h
Old debts are repaid
some sorts occurs

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Delays you
encounter dun ng the conjunction of the Sun
and MerCUry are opportunities in disguise!
A chance to review an important matter in
greater depth

LIBRA (Sept. 2
relationships are sui
nus/P1uto sextile Tv
gained through subd

SCORPI()lOct 23 - Nov. 21): A brilliant idea arrives as the Sun conjuncts Mercury Travel may be required. and delays are
inevitable The end result is worth the hassle

SCORPIO(Oct.
%ethic Pluto empow
money, sex, and pr
tense conversations
intimacy.

SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22 - Dec. 211:
Hidden agendas come to light A fnend's
avtions are the hest indicators ot their
thoughts Don't let them get ay.ay with say
mg one thing and doing another

SAGITTARIUS
('reative endeavors
opportunities are thr
ou are better off we

('APRIC('tRN (Dec.22 - Jan. 19):('onr:,unikatitv is everything when the Sun con
Mercury Have the courage to clearly
express your true needs b your partner

t'APRICORN (
Abrupt changes there
fusion Keep your e
and the extraneous
eventually

,atc
WW1', '40.4.
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kQI ARIA "S(Jan. 20 - Feb. 1/1): Delays
can he used to your favor, as the conjunction
ot the Sun and Mercury gives you the chance
to revise and improve upon your plans
PIS('ES I Feb. 19- March 20): A period
gets underway Talk
.its :,..vra hopes tor the future Plans that
you draw up now are a blueprint for a better
tomorrow.'

S

LEO (July. 23 and behind -the -sore
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Read between the lir
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IF TODAY IS'
Multi-talented and n
you possess such a
that it is hard for ye
%ion A notorious jot
and early adulthood
sour true niche in I
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the arts

Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You expect a few delays, hut these obstacles are
only temporary. Use this time to target new
goals and fresh challenges'

MIR.
c'tRrtC"

Your
Horc
111.11111111

'1' TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
deeply sentimental person, you never forget
a favor or act of kindness People born on
this date have an unlimited capacity for love:
once you've given your heart, no one is
more loyal or devoted! This devotion can be
pressed too far. however. You must be careful not to smother or overprotect those you
love, they must be free to make their own
mistakes

I.E0 (July 23 - Aug. 22): A powerful
solar influence helps center you spiritually.,
as your sort through recent events and draw
the nost from your experience

FoxTrot

The Maine Caw
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTRDAI':

Multi-talented and remarkably personable
you possess such a wide variety of skills
that it is hard for you to choose a profes
%ion A notorious job-hopper in your youth
and early adulthood, you may finally find
your true niche in life in fields related to
people: law, public relations, medicine or
the arts.
AR1E.S(March 21 -April 19): Confus
ing changes in your love life are mostly for
the good now. Be spontaneous and willing
to adjust to sonic surprises.
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GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): What
you pick up through the grapevine w ill cols c
a problem but just for the time being For
lasting solution, look cc ithin

: Creative
It you are
-De salue

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): FT
,
may he unusually manipulative due t, ,
Venus sextile of Pluto Ask them to he
:note direct if they want something from
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LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Subtle hints
and behind -the-scenes converslions will
pros irk profitable financial informatior
Read between the lines

VIRGO(Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Transfor
matrons alter the balance of friendships
Old debts are repaid. and a role reversal of
sortie sorts OCCUIS.

1.111BRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Sesual
relationships are supercharged by the \
nus/Pluto sextile Money and power are
gained through subtle manipulation
SCORPIO(Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Venus
'-'-stile Pluto empowers you in the areas of
,noney. sex, and personal influence Intense conversations lead lovers to deeper
ntimacy.

Dec 21
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CAGITTAItItTS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 211:
Creative erkleaveirc are favored Financial
opportunities are there for the taking. but
\ on

are better off working a'one for now

t'APRICORN (Dec. 22

Jan. 19):

Nbrupt changes throw everything into con
''usion Keep your eye on the bottom line
and the extraneous issues will fall in place.
cventually
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 1/11: A
woman from your past empowers you in
,
,nme way Your personal influence increas

as a result An issue of sexual manipula
or arises
11S(12.S (Feb. 19 - March 20): Allow
:set time to become adjusted to new
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention. contact the Editor at
12'1 between the hours -if 9 am
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone 1-000 al'O
5656 (75e each minute)

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-746-3063 to talk l-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal enneens — love and compatability. work, money, career.
relationships. family
Not a tape or computer message Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening at a ertist of SY 90 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone The first minute is FREE You must be 10 or older Call
today - 1-1000-728-0006
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ArtsForum
*bars
new un
the arts
scene?
In The Neat Pullin'
Mu*: /3an gor Symphony thiltetreet
with Prier Richard,in C'oneert"featuring
works by Oaplarat Britten and Beethoven,
Sunday, Oct 10, at A p.m Maine ('enter
for the Ads. Admission fee.
Meek: "Charlie Charlin at Row/
Seltaton1966)."pan oftheMid-ilay Tiesday Video Program. Tuesday • Oct. 12,
2.30-4:30 pm. FFA Ros m, Memorial
l'nion. Free.
Lecture: -.Narvik/an.torte,. Tea. her
of the Freedmen." h Wayne Reilly, special assignments editor with the Bangor
lfaily News and editor of Fnuer•y dairy
and letters. Wednesday Oct. IS, 12:15
m Bangor Lounge. Memorial Union
Free.
Moyle: -Children of the Corn,
Wednesday. Oct. It, 101 Neville Hall.
Admission fee
On-going arts and entertainment •
TGIF Music, errs
noon.
Bangor lounge. Union
Moviesfrom India every Monday.610
pm. 101 Neville
Peace Studies Video Lunch Series,even Momiay 12 15-1:30 p.m.. Bangor.
Lounge. l'mon.
Maine Review Poetry Readings. first
Thesday of even month. Ram's Horn
Wore and Use Music every Thursday,'7.30 p.m., Ram's Horn
"Majo in Bloch and %hitu.'i UMarne
Museum of An exhilit,04.1.14-nes 1. Hole
in the Wall Gallery. Memorial I'mon.
Theariv Dern Erhatition ' a L;;Maine
Museum of An exhibit, through Oct. 31,
Hauck Gallen. Memorial I 'nioR.
"Wend. Mark Monop-int Workchop,
a UMaine Mumma of An eiththit,through
Nos. 1. 1Q18 Oullery • Carnegie Hall.
"Mottoprdwa! The John Scoff Worir*op,"a UMaine Museum of Art extol*.
through Nov.kGraginics Geller'. Memorial Union.
"Ann Corcoran Cooper Nru Paintings." a UNfaine Museum of Art exhibit
ihrough Oct. 25, Carnegie Hall
"Commis Pastrampto Future: ('reatinR Contenteedry," eh institutional Planning exhibit threargh early fall. Alumni
Han.
"Pm-moven The Lewin of Coltonhas," a Madam Museum exhibit of 22
color reprodactionr, of antique maps and
hook iThiurations. througt Oct
Maine
Center fot the Arts
"Face
a Hodson Museum
exiithil of photographs.of net*flout
pal 11) Mari casco, freelance tallaleer
travel photographer. through Oct.
Maine Center for the Ans.
FMIP Fier and Earth Pueblo Potarry. - aHicomMuacutnevinl'itnf
avenartsNrai,,e American pottery from
calm,through Oct In, Maine Center
'the Arts
- On -going arts and ertarnernment are
free unless otherwiae nrit,d

•Organization of Octoberfest raises questions for future

•Bela Fleck and the Flecktones wow MCA
•Sketch featured as part of "Your Stuff"

UMaine comes out for duo performance
By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer

Performers Tom Wilson Weinberg and Wayne Barker put on quite a show
Wednesday (Boyd photo.)
had a hand in founding(
annus Room.
the gas bookstore there Ile sixsn nam gest his
politics and his musts . releasing his first
solo album. "'Gas Name Game.- In 1970
"Some straight people heel after a couple
of numbers that the, are in the wrong the
ater. Weinberg said
More often than not, the straight people in
the audience ha.r- hem herorichl 11,the show l's

Inends or relatives. according to Vs einherg
"I love it it hen people use the shows
introduce people to issues in a palatable and
entertaining it
he said
"I be show is a great euius ational even
ence that many Orono students would never
normally see It gives them more perspective,- said Sandra Caron. assistant protessor
ot taunts relations

•Noontime entertainment

Thank
By Kelly Fowler
Staff Writer
For anyone looking for an occasional
Amur use to the average lunch hour on
Enday afternoon., IN ;If Musty is hack ans.!
often sanely for every musty lover
Beginning tiXt A. there will he five jut
ferent groups performing at nrNin in the
Bangor lyiunge. hut according to Karel 1.1
drcl, assistant professor of mush, more
groups are encouraged to perform
'There are five groups spread out between now and January Vi'e are alw avs look
nig for more." 14dr:el said
TGIF is the name given to the weekly
entenamment performed on Friday. in the
Hangs-or lounge It was star ed fuse year,ago
with facolts and students performing in the
Damn 1 ankee It eventualls was torrnalireid
as Till and moved to the Bangor lounge
lidrel is a newcomer to thel 'niversity oh
Maine as well as to 11 11 lie has taken on
the resiponsehehts tit keeping the program
running and .41. Write. the group.or soloists
wanting to pertorm or Unclass
'It people biol.. rm.,* r'- sr anti

•MCA reviev\

Fled
By Ii. Lundy
Staff Writer

•Awareness performance

Musicians tom Wilson Weinberg and
Wayne Balker helped the University of
Maine celebrate National Cr lining hit Week
ith sri est-mill: 01 1111110C. Mono,. politics
and gav issues
einherg is a songwriter anti singer
hose albums "All-American Boy" and
'I'm). Name Game" have reached audiences
annind the uorld He has performed at tal
lies, conferences. college campuses, and
cahairts from coast to coast, as well at
Canada and I•tig land
Barker was mustcal director and accompanist tor the 14'92 premiere of "Get Used
to It. which was performed On -Broadway He first worked with Weinberg as
musical director and accompanist 114 -ten
Percent Reiter" in I'n.sunsel.wsn in 198/i
Ile co produs ed the new!,-released recordmg of '1 et I set] to IC as well as pros tiling
nuisical anangements and accompaniment
When Weinberg and Barker travel to
college campuses they perform using gas•
themes, humor, and pointy-.
"lom Weinberg is the most mild- man tiered Gay actiiist yr ever known, who is
diplomatic and controntattor al at the same
tunic.- Barker said
Barker, who attenik-.1 Ss rat. use I nunt
sits for two years. said he had a difficult tune
coming out. yet now is honorrst to he on
stage it ithW einherg. and "1"he a part of gas
history
V.emberg Is working on a ne, "bookmuswal I,Neoe that tells a stein II MM•h has
motr oh a Meanly-al hackground. rather than
iiist being ror
In the early 1970s. Weinherg yame out as
a sereoris Gay, actoist lk helped taunt h
Phdadtlphia's Gas .1, iis ',is;

The Maine Camps,

ess it's music
like to perform fist A‘ minutes that would he
fine." 1.14Tel said
Jan. chamber 1111/1144., singing groups,
nick and reggae groups are VI.'e'come pla
Lidrel said he would encourage an type oh
11111.4s within certain common sense guide
lines
"It y-an be basically any pc ot musk as
king as it ckiesn't peel the paint oft nut the
1Lailn-1 said
Gars FAArnann, the drum:tin for Topping Sun, said he would consider playing,
hui suspects his hand would he too Food tor
a lunch-time arateenor
"It we played %VC would he able to hear
to rho-sighs-an the I . mon." hi mann said
For groups wanting tr.,perform in front ist
a lunch time audience, accommodations tor
the noose level conk! he made 1 Orel said he
just wants to see the room occupied
Undays
This friday . I Orel and bus it tt 1
will he performing a little hit nit )ai The
will he the first pertormancr • •
semester I Orel will ht
.41%Clph,WW ItrIC

I „ars Sosiertsel)
, a ftlIUrth se,i advertising mow said he would he interested in
forming a small gnsup to perform on Enday•
I u'sj to go just
pia
th,
ei
'
sn
tosiden
heat nm
g‘
mg a gnsup voth a couple ot !nem.perform MAO:" Soderberg said
Soderberg saki he enfoss the atmosIvr, •
ist eating lurk+ and being entertained by
hands who play 11111•46. be likes
It;s a oonsllary relationship s% Irsirel See,
it, the more people pas attention to the TY;11;
Musk in
the sane!,
•
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•MCA review

Flecktones offer diverse "techie" show
By I. J. Lundy
Staff Writer

Without first hearing Bela Heck and the
lin:Moues one would have to he a hit skeptical
about going to see a jay-fusion banjo player,
thing mixt.surprising than seeing but the ilecktonesr.-ally know how to work an
Ihe
the!vase lights go dim it on schedule W'ethics - audience While it's true that Heck is a blueday night at Maine Center tor the Arts, was grass player at heart (he claims the Beverly
hearir 1g Bela Ileck and the He:I:tones begin
lillbillies theme song and the banjo scene in
play ing
"Deliverance- turned him on to the Mstru"how many of you are seeing the hand for [nem ), the only "Nut-grassy" thing about his
the first timer Fleck asked after the first song, =sic is the incorporation of the banjo fleck
his answer came via two-thirds ot the hand. at plays state-ol the an music with stale-sit-theMCA
art equipment and players, such as the myste"1.111 slue you base a lot of questions about nous Future Man who claims to he from the
w hat is going on on stage,- the ii year-old year 2050.
Ness Yorker said and then proceeded to inuo_
Yet the liecktorie.:. currently promoting
dike the other two members of tir Hecktones. their new album "I Hew. Oyer the Cuckoo's
—Ibis is my drum set my lingers are my Nest,- air simply fusion artists. flue soft spodrumsticks,-electmna penassionist Roy 'Fu- ken Fleck, through the use of the MIDI comnny Man' Wooten explained as the audience puter system. alters the sound of his banjo to
gaped at his Synth-Axe Diumatar t a one-of-a- more jam oriented instruments such as vibes,
kind my ention that simulates percussion hut is while Future Man's Drumata is the future
pia% est like a guitart "Dm is the drum experi.. incarnate The result, with the help ol Lemonte's truly amazing bass playing, is jail fusion
<MCC. 1.111 just marching to a different braille Ilec ktones• third member,bass player in the tradition of Jeff Beck's"Blow By Blow"
\ ator Lemonte, sshui was %Ned Best Bass era
Mayo ist I 4-04.1 in Bass Mayer Magazine as well
To gi ye simply the highlights ofthe show is
is Best Jai, ha.. player in Guitar Maganne
not possible because there was ilf‘et a dull
moment,something rarely seen at any concert.
minshiced Heck as the mar who was
nally !um New York .ind loaded up his hallos The addition of Stuart Duncan.currently in his
fourth year as the Bluegrass ACCIxiati.,n's Best
and moved io Tennessee

shovs

txpen
1 never
!rises Ifessor

around a microphone. and played an acoustic
set.
While the Heck tones as a hand were amply.
entertaining, bass player Lemonte was the
single driy ing force who kept the audience on
their feet for three standing ovations following
the best three bass sob r: MCA has ever heard.

Little did you know...
The Hand" design was adapted from an image produced by a ceramic stamp
from San Andres Tuxtla in the Southern Vera Cruz area of Mexico. Stamps
were used to transfer or inprint designs on items such as clay vessels or fabric.
This design has been incorporated into the Hudson Museum logo as a symbol
of the importance of the human hand in adaptation, survival and creativity.
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Fiddle has 1. was a well received added element.
-These Unplugged sessions seem to be
working-out for everyone else,- said Heck,
who recently recorded a My italued version of
the Beverly Hillbillies theme song for the
forthcoming movie. as the musicians cmwded
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Odd instruments and an interesting sound marked Wedn,nday's perfo mance.(Boyd photo.)
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•Octoberfest

Music
By I. J. Lundy
Staff Writer
Despite the constant threat of torrential
rain(ktoberfest went on as planned Saturday
at the Concert Field Beginning at 5 pm.
(ktoherfest featured Boiling Lobster. Blue 7.
the Skinny s. the Vi obblies, Elderberry lam
Rotors to Rust and finished at 12 Y)am with
Rippripotornous
While the weather managed to hold out.

despite OCB planning problems
much to the delight of audience and musicians
alike. problems anise early in the es ening
%,hen agendas crossed and the concert V/ as
started an hourearlier than originally planned.
1()ctoherfesti ...as well planned. hut we
didn't have enough time to do it, said lay
Harris, Ram's Horn directorg HT Campus
Board member
According to()C11. hP0 CO- A poncored the
es•ent with the Comprehensive Fee f'ominittee the planning. sshich invohed reser% ing

the Concert Field and power generators as
well as contracting the hands. w as started the
week previous to the event
that remained
was trying to muster up enough money to pay•
for it
At the Sept 28 Comprehensi.e Fee Committee meeting()CB asked for money to fund
Octoherfest and was granted roughly UAW.
according to former OCR vice -president
-Norm" Nelson But, as tentative contracts
were for nalized with the hands. confusion

ensued during scheduling Organizers realized Portland's Rotors to Rust had been added
to the bill but not accounted for when setting
the line-up. The result was that hands were
asked to play one hour earlier than they had
planned.
"001 needs more help or things like
Octnberfest and Burnstock won't happen."
Harris said
"I was upset about it enough that I quit
Nelson said
Not all opinions were as negative though
Octoberfesi drew a crow dot between 2(X)and
WO people during its seven and a half hour
stretch The hands managed to keep the audi •
ence's attention despite the cold wind blow ing steadily throughout the day
-If students enjoyed it. it was worth it "
said Ryan LeClerc, Thursday Night Rani'.
Horn coordinator.
LeClerc agreed OCH needs more solun
teem."Vi e only had about eight people then'
Saturday to do all the setting up and breaking
down"
As ofthe beginning of then eels. OCR had
not yet finished picking up the fences used at
the Concert Field to keep the crowd from the
stage, according to Harris
—The audience got hip enough to break the
fences down,- Nelson said with a smile
Although(lictoberfect had many organizational pr iblems anyone who attended w • '
agree that the perfonnant.e,
braving the cold

Ora:.
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SportsNevvs

• UMaine's Jones had privilege of working for MJ
• Black Bears travel down 1-95 to face Richmond
• UMaine field hockey rides defense to success

t
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The Campus •Michael Jordan's retirement
UMaine's Jones surprised by Jordan's decision
Sports Ticker But
senior tin-ward on
UMainc men's hoop team doesn't beheve he'll come back

Beni* appointed to fulltime post on Keeling's staff
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Scott Benrie, a pert -time assistant with
ttr I Iniversity of Maine men's basketball
staffsince 1991. has been selected for a owymar full-time appointment as an assistant
crach cm head coach k eh Keeling's staff
Benne,36,replacesfive- yea assistant Mike
laskulski, who kft to take a similes- position
at the 1 'rp.r•rsity of Aliare

UMaine golf advances to
ECAC Championship
i1wtlMaiiwgnlfteamplacrdthinlatthe
Northern RAC Qualifier. earning a trip to
the Eraern College Athletic('tinfererire
Championship (Iti 16-17 in Fltershey , Pa
I'Maine tallied 308 points in the qualifier
Thursday afterntxxi at the Wattesille County Club Salem State and Boston C
tied foe top honors with 299 each Ilan-aid
was fourth with 113 and I 'NIass-Lowell and
Chili tied fot fifth with 314 apiece
UMaine's Jeff Wass finished second
overall with a 71

Murray Keatinge
invitational boasts
impressive field
The UMIiiic inett's and wont's cross
cnuntry leans will min in the second annual
?Away Keating* Insitarinnal Oct 9 on the
!Maine campus The 10-team meet inchàsA,insna.Minnesota,Martartte,Purdue, Boston ('oder. Central Connecticut,
UNH. Holy Ors% Iowa and I'Maine Put
due returns in the defending champion in
both the men's and wntrien's race
Top iipponaits include the Arinsna
teams, both ranlatti in the TM 20 in the
nation in 1942.addle Iowa woman'ssquad,
.vstah finished 13th in the nation Ian fall
Kevin Had from Iowa and kali Hanes
from Arimna ant two 1992 All-American
who will he competing

Nets match Milwaukee's
offer to Schintzius
EAST RI_THFRFORD, NJ I AP)
The New Jerry Nets retained dr rights to7foot-2 censer Dwayne Schintritas by matchrag the MNrinkee Bucb' offer sheet
Schmitz voll earn 912.S.(111) this season.S1.2 million next season and SI 6 ail
Son thefollowing year Thecontract also has
inoentives that could earn the fotrth year
player 5954.000 dr length of the deal

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

— The Denver Nitwit
DENVER
signed fint-mund draft pick Rockies %vet,two days before wining mop mem
The DenverPost repotted Rogers wasto
receive a rim-year. SI: nilaric package
Rice signs thatse year extension with

—.J

ISTasns

supposed It do, we were all kind(italics.,like in
shock that it was really the Michael Jordan Flut
he was in a p old ovoid - the Bulls halone their
first title and he had just been married shortly
before canip taned -- and he made us all feel
really relaxed He wasitist a'rally nice guy. I feel
lucky to have ire him"

Most young basketball players dream 111
meeting Michael Jordan
Ed Jones, a senior forwent on the l!nivercity of Maine men's basketball team, got to
take that dream Me step further he actually
worked for him
Two summers ago, following Jones's
reshman year at UMaine, the Rockford,
native had the opportunity to he a counselor at
Jordan's summer camp in Chicago
like any mime!, red- blooded American
hoops fan wookl do. kers jumped all'net it
'Coach 137 (former UMaine assistant
coach Mike laskulskii brought in a list of
summer camps one day and told us to write
down our names next to any one we would
like to airk at, the jos ial Jones said "I saw
Jirdan son the list. and I was like,'Wow.that
one would he great And it was"
So when Jordan shot-kingly annotin.ed
his retirement from basketball Wednesday
after nine spectacular seasons with the Chicago Bulls.;ones had a little different tierspectis e than most.
"I know most people were surprised. and
I was b xi." Jones said 'One of my friends was
joking with me the night before he quit.telling
me Jordan was going to retire because he
broke his ankle playing golf I knew he was
kidding. hut when he really did quit it was
almost kind ot strange"
Most people think Jordan will he hack
within a sear, that he is just taking what will
amount to a sabbatical in order kicker his mind
alter the recent death of his father For one,
t'Maine sense point guard Deonte !fumy
says Jordan will he hack "within six months"
kers disagrees
"I really think he is done fie good." lone,
said "He's a man. and he can do Out he warts
to do I think people need to realire that he neeth
UNIV
.1311P for himself and with his family . and
he rust doesn t fuse that desire to play basketball
anc triorr People have to respect that
asak id !missing isp in Illinois kers developed his respect for Jordan king before he ever
met him But when then paths finally did
his admiration for perhaps dr greatest hadcet UMaine forward Ed Jones does hi; best Michael Jordan imitation during a
hall placer ever pew even more
Flack Beat game last season Jones worked at Jordan's camp two summers
s a real down to earth guy ..11111M said
ago (Boyd photo)
'1 was at the camp with a hunch leodia.higget-

•UMaine football

•Column

Black Bears head to Portland
to take on talented Spiders

Mrs retirement
leaves fans shocked

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

Nuggets sign top
pitk Rogers

name college players like Mark Hakes. who
used to play for Ohio State. and(ex-Mom star
and current Minnesota "Timherwolves guard)
iris Smith. and we were all kind of in awe of
him. but nobody wanted to show it.
-lhen, the fast tune he came into the nom
to meet with im and tell its what we were

I norrsits or Maine football coach Jack
Cosimis-e says his team has fre-used on improving gall in the two weeks of practice
since their mghtmansh hl I Icr4c Ti the
versus it Ness Fiarripshire
fie d better hope the% improved s
hec-ause when the Black Bean 2 2i-sea-ill, 1
in The ar kers r ',inference face the 1!roversits ot ichmond Saturdas afternoon in Pert
land the% a 1;1 he taking on a team with an

arsenal that may even be better than ('NH's
The Spider;(41-1,.1-1)have the fifth-rated
offense in the ankee Conference at :031
yards per game, which is two notches and
ypg better than the WtIdcats komcally . the
Spiders only kiss of the season came in the
form of a iri-21 defeat on Sept 18 — at the
hands ot
Moreover. Richmond has an All- Amencan rim, cola, coo*, of (emit quarterhok-k
Greg I ills and senior receiver Rod Roothes
See I'MAINE FOOTBALL
on page 19

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
4

The distinctive mast
Michael Jordan left on the
game of baskethall is rivaled only tsy the imprint
he has left on millions iv
young orople worldwide
Now . the man who could Ily has tenred
from the game that gave him the liftoff to
saperstardom, and those who worship him
See FINN COLUMN
an Pere 19
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•NL playoffs
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•UMaine field hockey

'Wild Thing' keeps fans, Team effort lifts
Philadelphia on edge
UMaine to 7-2 start
By Alan Robinson

a 3-2 lead_ He also left the hall in Williams'
not-always-reliable left hand,and that's what
scared him
"I looked as if I was in disbelief when
1Fregosif shook my hand and said 1 was
coming out," Schilling said "I couldn't
have argued to come ow of the electric chair
any harder."
After Williams allowed the tying run to
score, costing Schilling --- and, almost, the
Phillies — a victory. Schilling said. "I was
very disappointed...
The ['billies rallied to win 4-3 after W'illiams pitched a scoreless 10th inning, but he
still did nothing to erase his image as baseball's Indiana Jones As soon as he gets out
of one predicament, there's hound to be
another waiting 'round the next bend
"I'm probably the only one this stuff
doesn't bother,'' Williams said ''Ice been
dealing with it my whole life I'm used to

Al' Sports Writer

PHILADELPHIA (API
lie has 41
saves, a what-me-worry attitude and the
dramatic flair of a Shakespearean actor, hut
let this he understood - not all Philadelphia
Phillies' fans are wild about the Wild Thing
A couple of weeks ago,Phi Hies manager
Jim Fregosi and general manager Lee Thomas fielded questions from a group of -.casein ticket holders One fan asked why Fregosi
consistently lifts a pitcher who's thrown a
strong eighth inning so living-on-the -edge
relieser Mitch Williams can pitch the ninth
Before Fregosi could answer, Thomas
%cued the micmphone and said, "I want to
hear this one myself
Fregosi gas e the standard manager's re
ply that players hate certain roles and V. ii
hams' job is to finish no game. W hat he
didn't say is that Williams is a 162 game a
season stress test, an almost nightly walk on
And that has nothing to do with baseball
the wild side that stretches the endurance Williams. 28, comes from something of a
and patience of fans and teammates
hardwrabble background Ile gress up in a
There's been a lot 01 nights ss hen I was moderate-incline 111011 I'. on several small
ready to kill him.- teammate John Kruk t arms and he knows the anguish of baseball
said "Rut somebody told me it was ilk
doesn t compare to the hardships of real life
gal
''I know I ni going to blow sases.'' said
Nights like Wednesday. no doubt
Williams. whose predilection for exact)%
Curt Schilling's rocketing lasthall had that prompted his Apinl 1991 trade from the
confounded Atlanta's hitters for eight in- Chicago Cubs to the Phillies
nings in Game I of the National League
'If we go on to win the sencs, I don't
playoffs and he left with 10 strikeouts and care if there's four hlown saves:' he said

By John Black
Sports Writer
Strong team defense has translated
into victories for the University of Maine
women's field hockey team over the
first half of the season.
The Black Bears, 7-2 overall and 1- 1
ITI Ihe North Atlantic Conference, have
1993 STA'risnes
A
GIs
3
2
3
I
1
2
1
2

Player
M ir helle Ciallan
Annie Eltaruch
Wend) Dubois
Cheryl Bunnell
1 Castonguay
Jana Hat1140
) Sunchcornt,
M FiertrKk
Tammy Rarer/so
15s.n Porter
Kay, Strout
Greta hen Lane!,
Rosanne Foster
Kate Molnar
A Rnisenclollar
Ater. Vorayth
Jackie Bluing+
TOTAL
Cirvitendang
MI 1k!noel
Mob Kasse

P
8

7
5
5

1

3

2

0

2
0
1)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
Cims
9
1

0

5
4
4

2

2

1
1
1

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
41
SO
5
I

o
0
0
it
0
0
13
GAA
053
03

allowed less than two goals a game
%hilt the offence. after scoring just 18
goals last season, has netted a total of 15
"Its been a total team effort." UMaine
coach Terry Kix said. "Everyone has
been gisen a responsibility."
Goalkeeper Mary Lou Winstel has
been solid in goal with a 0 53 goals
against aseragr and foe shutouts

"We have spent a great amount of
time this season on defense," Kix said
"We wanted to play with much more
intensity."
The offense has been powered by
Michelle Gallan and Annie Elkanich.
Gallan,a junior, haseight points while
Elkanich, a freshman, has tallied seven
"Michelle has been our main hitter
and our leader on offence," Kix said
"Annie has been playing extremely well
for a freshman She provides us with a
strong right side attack "
With II players having registered at
least one point opponents are no longer
able to key on just one player.
"We've been difficult to play against
because it's been a balanced attack "
Currently in the midst of a seven
game road trip that has seen them go 22. the Black Bears are hoping that a
NA('Tournament spot is in their future.
"W e want to maintain the effort and
intensity we've been playing at." Kix
said."We hope if we can win two of our
four remaining NA(' games that it will
get us into the tournament "
The Black Bears will face their biggest test of the season this Saturday
when they travel to Boston University
to face the the Terriers BU is currently
ranked 10th in the nation and first in the
N AC.
"The next three games are going to
be difficult," Kix said "I want us to play
hard and stay compentis e"

•Profile of Excellence

UMaine student advances
to World Jet-Ski Finals

October "Steal Deals"!

ay Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer

Roller Grill
Burritos
$.99

Coke, Diet Coke
& Sprite
6 pack 16 oz. bottle'
61.99 deposit

Although Maine may not he associated
with the world ot jet •.,Isis. a University of
Maine student has the chance to take home
3 world 01-ski title
Dan Cannon. a sophornoir mechanical en
veering mart from Auhum. Me . will corn
vete in the V. aid Jet-Ski Finds(ktoher 18-22
in Lake liasacu, mi
Cannon said he got started in the pcofescsai.
al pet-ski circuit through a high school friend
already competing in jet-ski racing Cannon
then began on his own last year
kt ski raoescoriostist maneuvenrig around
a ,,ene,of red and \rm.% boo!,s When a racer
appn hrs a red huin .a eft turn is made.while
nght turns are made amund the yelkra Ivens .4
race is usual!s between five to 15 larK
This season. Cannon finished in the top
four in his qualify ing class during quality
ing races taking place dunng the late spong
and early summer
The International Its-Ski Sports Assecia
non. the regulating hotly for jet-ski racing.
di% ides the oluntry IMO eight separate repins
Caririon qualified from Region Fight, which

Pepsi. Diet Pepsi
& Mountain Dew
6 pack 16 oz. bottles
62.49
&Tom

Natural Light
1/2 Barrels
S36.99

Budweiser
Suitcases

$14.99
Budweiser
12 packs

87.99
---gs of herr available at our
--ono mon- on!',' All 'specials
10/1/93 thmogh

Lax A
rSeposi•

Receive • free Trick or
Treat bag with any Pepsi
multi-pack purchase

encompasses an area halm Maine south to
Virginia. and west.",ant to Ohio
With the close-4 sanctioned race taking place
in Lowell. Mass .and other races taking place in
New Jersey and Maryland. travel and travel
expenses are the major conoemc for Cannon
"The travel takes up quite a hitt of on-theniad time.- he said
Sponsorship by Afoosehorn Ka% a,ski..
local jet -cki dealership, pass for most of the
expenses and allows him to compete. C
non said
Cannon said he practiced roughly
hours per day during the summer,allowing
him to still hold a lob and compete W tth
school in session, he has returned home on
weekends to prepare
As the championship race draws near.('an'
non said he hasn't worried about the race vet,
1‘11 thinks that will change
-I'm more worried about the flight out.- he
said -As Norm ar. 1 gel ow dicrr.lithe nervous
There's tronna lw iath 16 people out there"
Cannon said that anyone looking to take up
jet-ski raring CM do so Va) easily
"It iiiiesn't take that
he said "You
cat't need the fastest jet -ski A beginner c2ri gel
started without rouch probiem

UMaine football versus Richmond,
1 p.m. Saturday in Portland.
IN\
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are wondering why,exactly,did His Airness
give up the throne so coon?
Ms cousin Tommy is one of those people_ Bred on basketball in the generic midwestern town of St. Charles, Illinois, Tommy was a Jordan nut long before No 23 won
his first NBA championship or filmed his
first Gatorade commercial
Tommy sensed there was something extraordinary about the acrobatic kid from
North Carolina whose tongue would come
darting out of his mouth the instant before
he'd create another image for the highlight
reel
"Cuz," Tommy would say as we'd shoot

hoops on one of those endless summer days
of youth,"This guy is going to be the greatest, He just hangs in the air" Little did I
know then how right he was.
Tommy's feelings for Jordan were confirmed at a Bulls game during his second
season in the NBA Jordan and some long
since rot gotten teammates were putting on a
basketball clinic for kids prior to their game
that night. Jordan wasn't the Elvis-esque
hostage of fame that he is today, hut when
the Bulls aide went to pick out kids from the
stands to participate, there were more than a
screaming few who were willing
'Tommy, at the age of 13 already hip to

UMaine football

firom page 17

(19 receptions), while junior tailback Ifly
Scott is coming off a 29-carry, 174-said
effort in the Spiders' 24-21 win over Northeastern a week ago.
Include All-American candidate tight
end Price Williams (13 receptions), arid
Richmond has a dangerous weapon at virtually evety offensive skill position.
Cosgrove realizes that the Spiders can
light up the scoreboard quickly, but said
that the pressure shouldn't all be on
I,'Maine's much-maligned defensive backs
that allowed four touchdown passes in the
l'NH loss.
"Richmond is very tough offensive
team," Cosgrove said. "Our first week of
practice we worked on rebuilding our confidence. and this past week we prepared for
Richmond
"We realize that we are going to have to
have a good defensive effort to shut them
down, but to pin it all on our defensive
backs wouldn't be fair. We need to get a
good pass rush, which we didn't have against
UNK and our offense needs to control the
hall. If we can do those things, we have a
very good chance of winning
One thing the Black Bears have in their
favor is their home away from home,Portland's Fitzpatrick Stadium
Dating back to 1988, the Black Bears
are 3-0at Fitzpatrick,including a 40-11 win
over Roston University last y ear Cosgrov e
said he ould rather he playing in Orono.
but Portland is a pleasant second-bed.
"Portland has been good to us," Cos-

said. -Three wins in them games
like the odds. We get a lot of(UMaine)
alumni that corm down and they say it
should be a pretty good-sized crowd. The
only downside is that we have to travel and
spend the night."
It will be worthwhile journey, however, if the Black Bears can pull out the win
and completely put to rest the insiuy of
the UNH loss_
Cosgmve said that junior quarterback
Emilio Colon holds one of the keys to a
UMairte victory
Colon, who has completedjust43of91
passes for 528 yards and three touchdowns,
is similar to Richmond's Lilly in his slithery,scrambling style But Colon hasn't yet
posted the results that the Spider's AllAmerican signal-cllet has, although Cosgrove believes it's only a matter of time.
"Emilio will Dime around.- Cosgrove
said.'
'He s a little down on bowl(right now
but he's trat ono and to talented a kid not to
put it all together soon He's going to have a
huge game one of these weeks, and any
inconsistency he's had will he forgotten.
"Whoknows."Cosgrove mused.-Maybe it'll be this week."
Black Rear Notes: UMaine senior defensive lineman Jed Wehnnan will miss
his third consecutive game.Wehrman suffentd an ankle injury. Sept. 11 versus BU.
"Ile suffered a setback last wee k."Cosgrove said. "We're not quite sure when
he'll return. Otherwise, we're in pretty
good shape injury-wise."
gn,ve

Catch the UMaine hockey team in action
Tuesday, Oct. 12, when they hold their
annual Blue/White game. Face-off is at
6:30 p.m. at Alfond Arena.

Main St. Mountain Bike
27 North Main St.. Old Town (207)827-0200

the marketing aspect of Michael (though it that his(recently murdered)dad is the No. 1
was positively bush league compared to thing in his life_ I think after he gets his time
what it is today), flashed his gaudy new pair alone and realizes how much he misses the
of Air Jordan% at the aide. You,she pointed game, he'll be back."
at him, and he was on the floor before she
Hurrey,like Tom.is now 21 and had the
could finish her breath.
thrill of meeting Jordan when he was a kid.
Well,to make a long story short,Tommy
"It was at a charity basketball game
got to meet his hero, even got to have his during his second year with the Bulls," Hurpicture taken with him. There, alongside all sey said."He was a real nice guy,real down
of the Jordan posters, magazine photos and to earth."
newspaper clippings on the wall of TomNow,that down to earth guy has given up
my's bedroom, hangs a picture of a hand- flying, perhaps for good. Hursey says he is
some. balding young black man with his mature enough to comprehend with why,
arm around a chubby-cheeked, grinning lit- but he wonders what the younger kids — the
tle white kid. The kid looks like he has just kids who idolize Jordan like he and Toni
met God. In a sense. he had.
have for so many years --- are feeling today.
Today, Tommy is Tom. a 21-year old
"People our age can deal with it," Horsey
college basketball player whose own tongue said "We kind of understand that he left
mysteriously finds its way out of his mouth because of his dad and the pressure that he
right before he does something spectacular
faces every day But kids just see that he
He's a hig kid now, and he's probably feel- won't play basketball anymore, and I don't
ing a heck of a lot older today. The man he think they can quite grasp it yet. I think they
has always looked up to has chosen to ground have to believe that he will be back."
himself, and like the rest of us, he isn't quite
Hursey.like those younger kids he speaks
sure what to make of it. Is this really the end of, still holds on to the dream that Michael
for Michael Jordan?
Jordan will fly again
Deonte HUINey doesn't think so. A na"I hope he comes hack," Hursey said.
tive of Bloomington, Ill and the startin) "I'm not taking all of the posters off my wall
point guard on the University of Maine just yet."
men's basketball team, Hursey has been a
Neither, I am certain, will my cousin
Jordan fan since he was "about nine years Tommy.
old."
Chad Finn mc a seniorjournalism major
"He'll be hack:/I Lose) said "1 give him from Bath. 44e who is wondering where all
six months I think he's proving to himself or the good shooting guards have gone.
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•A tough day for the Windy City

The Maine Campussports

'Chicago Triangle' suffers stafffootball picks
a deadly Wednesday
By Paul A. Driscoll
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO(AP)-- 1)ra%6 a line betv.een
Wrigley Field, Comiskey Park and Chicago
Stadium, and you get a tnangle
That(Imago Triangle was something akin
to the Flennuda Triangle on Wednesday when
a 10-year sports affliction struck the city.
Michael Jordan, entenng his 10th season
in the NBA, shocked the sports world and
retired
Jim Lefebvre, the Chicago Cubs. 101k
manager in 10 years. was fired
And the Chicago White Sox. making their
first appearance in the playoffs in 10 years,
were battered by Toronto for the second
straight game
Jordan changed the "wait-until-next
year- mentality that once ruled the city bs
leading the Bulls to three consecutive championships Lefebvie had led the Cubs to only
their third w inning season in 21 years And
White Sox slugger Frank lhomas became the
first player to get 100-plus salks. RBIs and
runs scored in his first three full seasons in the
mators
But Wetinesd.ay lAas a day (if reversed
fortunes
The White Sox still have a chance to
capture the American League pennant, of
-ourse, but the 're down 0 2 as the best-of-7

series shifts to Toronto
And the Cubs are hack to waiting until
next yeal. a refrain fans of the North Sider*,
have heard w ith sickening repetitiveness over
two generations
"They wouldn't be the Cubs it they. didn't
break your heart.- one ex -fan lamented as the
season dress to a close
And V. hat about the Bulls, losing perhaps
the hest basketball player in the history.. of !hi.
game'
Jordan says the Bulls still have a shot at a
fourth straight NBA title
"I know this team is prepared to step up
and take what they want,- he said at the
announcement of his retirement
Dun ng a meeting with teammates,he told
them,"You still have the faith, you still have
the ability to achieve what you w ant to
achiese"
.
But teammate John Paxson probably came
a lot closer to expressing the dismay of fans
"We are not the same team we were
yesterday .- said Paxson, whose 3-pointer
3 9 seconds left set-turd the Bulls' titleclinching victory in Phoenix on June 20
"Who know s what this year is going to
bring'Wnhout Michael Jordan, we're not the
world champions • •
And the city of Chicago is wondenng if
they could ever have possibly had a worse day
in their sports. history

'This week's guest is Brad Nadeau, a
student assistant with the University of
Maine Sports Information Department
Last week,sports editor Chad Finn was a
perfect 6-0, while guest Shannon Judd
A r nt an impressive 5-1. Anyone interestit in being a guest should call the Maine
, arnpus Sports Department at 581-1268.
College:
Richmond tst ('Maine
Chad Finn - Spiders
John Black: Spiders
Chris DeBeck: Spiders
Coleen Ryan: UMaine
Brad Nadeau. guest: Spiders
Roston University
Northeastern
Finn: BU
Black: BU
DeBeck: BU
Ryan: BU
Nadeau: BU
Connecticut (a" l'illanova
Finn: L7Conn
Black. UConn
DeBeck: UConn
Ryan - t!Conn
Nadeau W ildcais

•

ieS
A
l

Roommate wanted: Share sg nuuse in
Old Town, rlrise camp'
,, $220 tmr,
',- 4
7,
ltoommate-2 beetroot-. heated, o•
peted toyvnhouse style apa•••-,- •
Town $215, storage le" 827 984F-i

YOU'RE 01 AND WE WANT YOU! Join
SAA Studerts Helping Students Wed
5 30 pm. t_ rossland Alumni Ctr
MEMBERSHIP OPEN: STUDENT
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION invites you to
loin Wednesdays 5 30 pm, Crossland
Alumni Center
COME FOR FUN,FOOD AND FRIENDSHIP: SAA Wert 5 30 pm ( rossland
next to Sigma Nu
SAA'S GOT THE SPIRIT! loin us We're
the painters of the Bear Paws' Wed
5 30 pm. Crossland Ctr
GOOD STUFF BOXES; COLLEGIATE
WELCOME KITS: SAA Projects for
UMAiNE students Join us'
Were back! Ma le 8female strippers for
birthdays, fraternity Sorority R special
occasions Call Excl., Cr4- 4406
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN. Week 's TAILGATE PARTY
giveaway, 99 food specials start at 8 00
Pr"'
MASSAGE THERAPY-Renee Mace
Keene, C. M. T. ACUPRESSURE, DEEP
TISSUE, SHIATSU RELATION/PAIN
RELIEF. 941-1111.
Complete workout-Step aerobics,
weights R more low prices evening
classes Clark's Fitness Center, Old Town
827 2456
Car Stereos, alarms - .'Ve carry Rock
• •oi Canon, !VC. more
Soundshapers-•45 Elm St Brewer
989 188,

Pro:
New England V' Phoenix
Finn: Phoenix
Black: Phoenix
l*Beck: Phoenix
Ryan Phoenix
Nadeau: Phoenix
N.I. Giants & Washington
Finn: Washington
Black: Washington
Delieck: Washington
Ryan: Giants
Nadeau - Giants
Current standings:
Finn 12-4
Ryan 9-7
DeBeck 9-7
Guest 9-7
Black 8-8

"Baseball is only dull to those with dull
minds." —Red Smith, sports writer

Maine Campus classifieds

The Prism Yearbook is looking for an
asst business manager w artvertis‘ng
skills. Call Sue at 1783
Pizza Si sandk•onch help needed at
Rosalie's Pizza, Hampden '
n from
Bangor off I 95 Hours Mon 8 Tues ,
4-8 pm,Fri 5 - pm,Sun , 12-8 pm Call
Brenda evenings 942 -6511
Wanted: 10 people to lose weight and
teach others It do thesame 1500 11500,
mo No diet, no drugs Cat 800 488
C354
Spoonstyle needs an editor: Want
experience publishing a real life local
a-is magazine' Only unselfish, self -mo1:vated. hard workers need apply Send
resi.me a-et cover letter to 56 Park St ,
Orono ME 04473 or call Mike at 866 4865
Male and female strippers needed For
Exotica 947
busy dance company
4406 Serious inquiries only
GREEKS•CLUBS-Rase up to 51000in just
Ore week rra!ernity. sorority • dubs Plus
A -ida FREE T-SHIRT lust
S )06
for cakig ' ROO 932 0528. PY.

Florida State
Miami
Finn: ESL]
Black: Miami
laetteck: FSU
Rs an FSU
Nadeau: FSU

Stop'by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

EfkatIALLMagi..iiiiVH0rne of the
gracious greeting' Open Monday- Friday 7a m -2p m Call for take-out x1404
Orono Thrift Shop-Wed 11 a m
p m , Sat 11 a m -2 p m From Main
take Pine, 2nd right to Birch

_4-

41
1 t-40:

Microtridge-Just purchased 3 weeks
ago No space in my room, need S $1 75
or B/0 x6680
Wesley-4 5 acres wooded. surveyed.soil -tested Very close to a ma/or public
boat ramp Make me an offer- any offer'
866 2336 evenings or 581-2835
Trek MOO Alum-5 mo old w/mannou
sHK 1992 ',oriel Contact ker for info
x7345 Asking $700 0(13/0, paid $1300
1941 Olds Delta BB Royale-New en
gine low miles PS, PR, PW, needs ex
haust work, runs well $500 866-5735
1964 Renault Alliance 01.-5300 or 13/0
Must sell ASAP Ca 827-3312
1988 Dodge Ram SO 4x4-A must seel
Ma - iy
seli Call Tom 7324847, make °He.
For
or trade-4 Palls hio •,.re-.
Amencar racing rims They're
rry
150 now Will trade for regular F 150 tires
•wheels or sell Call Mike at 866-4865
Psydicleader helps in all problems
Call and talk Wel 1-900 288-5440 eon
2033.53 99/mm n Must he 18 yrs Nora!!
Co (602)631-0615

Orono- A 4-- -6,
5660/mo
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1, 1993 Luxury
2 bedroom townhorne Ind Heat, wa
ter, and sewer No pets Sec dep
lease required Close to campus W/D
hook up Call 945-6955
Orono-Heated two bedroom apt , centray located 866-2816
3 1/2 bedrooms-Responsible pet
owners accepted $500/ mo References, deposit Call 827-6788 7 am9 om
1,5.1)1't
2r
1
,I til.A.
A
..rtir•AntitgerhOOV'

Lost: Silver polar bear pin Very special
Ca" 469 "108
Lost: Textbook title'Viscous Fluid Flow'
by Frank White If found, call Michelle
x2123
Lost: One small Al) Maine Women pin If
found, please return to the Maine Campus office, basement of Lord Hall
To place your FREE lost and found ad,
stop tri the Maine Campus or cal. 581 127'

travel
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY"
als and Student Organizations wa to promote the Hottest Spring Bre
Destinations Call the nation's lead,
Inter -Campus Programs 1-800
6013

